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Preface
Although a lot of literature exists on the institution of forced labour, yet
this literature mainly concentrates on the ancient classical civilizations of
world-Greek and Rome. Institution of Visti (forced labour) in India too has
become a topic of academic research to some extent, but the institution of
forced labour or Begar in Kashmir has yet to attract the attention of scholars. In
this work I have attempted to focus on this very important institution from a
historical perspective emphasizing mainly on socio-economic and political
aspects in the valley of Kashmir.
Forced labour is a generic or collective term for those work relations,
especially in modern or early modern history, in which people are employed
against their will by the threat of destitution, detention, violence (including
death), lawful compulsion, or other extreme hardship to themselves or to
members of their families.
Forced labour or slavery is as old as history. It was widespread in many
parts of the world in antiquity. Aristotle justified slavery as a divine and
beneficent human institution, not only sanctioned by nature but justified by the
circumstances of social existence. The immense buildings created by the
Asiatic despots or by the Egyptians represented the labour of armies of slaves.
Slavery existed also in Greek city-states where the culture of the upper classes
was possible only on the basis of slave labour. The Roman civilization was
built upon the slave labour. "The steady expansion of Rome from its assertion
of hegemony over its immediate neighbours in Central Italy in the fourth
century B.C. to the imposing world empire in the first century A.D. increased
the flow of slave labour into the Roman economy." Later on the slave economy
"contributed to the polarization of wealth on the one side and poverty on the
other in the Roman Empire". However, in the Middle Ages slavery was not a
significant element in the economic structure and as such the institution of
slavery gradually fell into disuse. In Europe, serfdom gradually appeared as
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slavery lost its economic significance. But the use of slave manpower again
reappeared with the discovery of the New World (i.e., America). There was
large scale importation of slaves from Africa to the New World in the middle
of the sixteenth century.
Towards the end of the middle ages, feudalism spread extensively and
the concept prevailed in isolated areas around the world, including America
and a few places in Asia and Africa. In Europe though, the rising atrocious
behaviour of the lords led to uprisings in latter period, like the French
Revolution and many localized revolts in England, Russia and many other
countries. It ended the reign of the feudal way of life and gave birth to the
democratic way of life.
The most oppressive institution which broke the back of the peasantry in
Jammu and Kashmir was the institution of Begar. The genesis of Corvee or
Begar (forced labour) in Kashmir may be traced to very ancient times.
Probably the first reliable reference to it is found in the Rajatarangni, when
king Samkaravarman (883-902 A.D.) employed villagers to carry the baggage
of and supplies for his armies. There is a mention of Begar also in the time of
Sultan zain-ul-Abidin (1420-1470 A.D.) and also during the reigns of his
successors. During the Mughal rule this developed into a regular institution,
particularly when huge armies of porters were inquired to carry the baggage of
the emperors and their retinue during their frequent visits to the Valley. The
Mughals were followed by the Afghans and the Sikhs and these harsh masters
were most dishonest in the employment of the forced labour. It was because of
the institution of Begar that the people not only sold their shadowy rights in
land but also migrated to planes so as to save themselves from this oppressive
work.
The transfer of Kashmir to Maharaja Gulab Singh (1846-1857) in 1846
A.D., led to the momentous consequences affecting the life and conditions of
the people of Kashmir. In addition to over taxation, what fell like a dreadful
pestilence on the cultivators in the midst of their working season was the
ii

iniquitous institution of Begar (forced labour). It is interesting to note that the
whole demand of Begar was thrown on the Khalisa peasants as along with the
city and town population; however Panidts, Peer-zadas, Sikhs and the peasants
of the privileged right holders were exempted from Begar. Begar was of two
kinds (i) under-paid labour and, (ii) forced and un-paid labour. The most
pronounced one was that labour which was demanded from the peasants for
carrying loads. The physical geography of Kashmir and the absence of modern
means of communication demanded a sizable labour class for transportation
purposes, but during the Dogra Period this demand assumed enormous
proportions owing to two factors. First, because of the threat of the Russian
expansion, a big military garrison was stationed at Gilgit which necessitated the
carrying of goods to and from Gilgit. Therefore, there emerged a fresh urgency
of making a sufficient number of labour carries available who would ensure the
transportation of supplies and luggage to and from Gilgit. Secondly, we find
that during the period under study, there was a great influx of European visitors
and officials in to the Kashmir. In the absence of any modern means of
communication, it generated a further increase in the demand for load carriers.
Since for economic and political reasons the State could not avoid the
responsibility of providing all the facilities to the visitors and officials, the
rising of labour power of load carriers became an important feature of the
Dogra administration.
The Begar to Gilgit was not only an unpaid labour but also brought risk
to the life of a peasant as there were least chances for his return because of the
thirst, hunger and the harsh weather conditions. Besides the longer absence of
the peasants left his land unattended and therefore caused a great loss to him
and thus starvation due to the shortage of food. The institution of Begar was
made much complex by the inefficiency of administration which left corrupt
officials free to exploit the situation and thus extracting money illegally from
them to fill their purses. The harshness and the inhuman attitude of the Begar
institution were such that even those who were attending their patients,
carrying their personal urgent works or were newly wedded couples were not
iii

spared. Not only this, peasantry was pressed for road construction, carriage for
both officials and private and also to cut down wood from the jungle for the
royal use. The institution of Begar encouraged the institution of Khana-Damad
(a type of marriage where male was to live with the family of in-laws).
The mal administration of the Dogra State necessitated the intervention
of Colonial State (British). To improve the administration a council of five
members was constituted which took the first step to mitigate the sufferings of
people in 1891 when the task to deal with Begar was entrusted to R. L. Lagon.
After carefully analyzing the Begar system, he submitted a report to the
Maharaja. His proposals suggested the fair distribution of Begar among all the
inhabitants of Kashmir and also advocated for its continuance with some
modifications. He recommended that all cultivators whether cultivating the
State land or of Darmarth Trust, be held liable to Begar and that the inhabitants
of Srinagar also take fair share of Begar. In 1891 a department known as Civil
Transport Department to regulate the Begar system was established with the
chief objective to abolish Begar and imposes an additional cess (tax) on land
revenue to organize a paid establishment for working the transport system. The
transport department was provided with 1000 coolies from Kashmir valley on
the remuneration of Rs. 5 to 6 per month.
In 1894, the Maharaja granted full propriety rights over waste lands in
favour of Dogra Rajputs on moderate terms including absolute exemption from
Begar. In 1898 new rules were framed to improve the Begar system under
which the revenue member in concurrence with the Resident’s approval
exempted the Markabans employed on the Gilgit transport service for one
month against a single trip and for 1 ½ month for double trip to Gilgit and back
and the certificate (Parwans) permission of exemption were issued by the head
of the administration (Hakim-e-Ala).
In 1900, Begar was abolished in principle but used in the event of
emergency. In 1910, the governor of Jammu brought the evils of the Begar to
the notice of the State council in which he informed that those taken away for
iv

forced labour were either not paid at all or partly paid. Besides they had to wait
for a long period to receive these meager wages resulting in that money hardly
reached their pockets at all. In 1913, the Revenue Member suggested strongly
entrusting the work of payment to the concerned Tehsildars and Lamberdars,
but the corrupt officials hardly made the system to improve. In 1916 the
governor in consultation with Settlement Commissioner, recommended for
exemption from Begar, certain classes of people such as Pundits, Peer-zadas,
Syeds, Sikhs, domestic servants of high officials, privileged classes, Jagirdars,
Lambardars, Ziladars, Patwaris, village menials and Chowkidars, persons
attached to religious institutions like Imams, Pujaris, Bhais and Shrine
Khadims, aged or infirm males, females, minors and others physically unfit
persons rendering special services to Maharaja’s, cultivators (Kashtkars and
Chowkidars).
In 1920, the State took an important step to abolish Begar and decided
to grant exemption to a greater number of people. Persons in the State
Government Service, retired servants on pension, holders of war medals,
members of the families of Lambardars, Chowkidars, Takavidars, Scout corps,
non-commissioned officers of army, Shopkeepers, Blacksmiths, religious
leaders, Waisutis (men to look after the Khuls), Carpenters, Dooms, Kamnis,
Rajas, members of respectable families, servants of European and Indian
gazetteed officers, aged men, women, children and disabled persons, all were
exempted from Begar. Now the impressments of labour was restricted only to
the Zamindars during emergency. On the issue of the All India Kashmir
Muslim Conference regarding the continuance of the institution of Begar, the
Revenue Member tried to explain the nature and meaning of Begar prevalent in
Kashmir by stating that, the term Begar under the existing rules means only the
liability of supply of labour on full wages to meet the requirements of the
administration. In 1925-26, the word Kar-i-Begar was replaced by the word
Kar-i-Sarkar and the forced labour extorted by the visitors and private persons
was prohibited. In spite of all these measures the revenue officers extorted
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Begar from the villagers without paying them a single penny although the rules
prohibited this.
After 1947 the political transformation with the changing nature of State
ushered a new era in the history of Kashmir. It was only after this that the real
changes occurred in the political, administrative and economic structure of
State.
The present study is based on a wide range of sources both conventional
and non-conventional. Among conventional sources the I have focused on
primary sources which includes administrative reports, census reports,
newspapers, etc. Optimum benefit has been taken from non-conventional
sources viz. folk narratives, oral history etc.
The dissertation is divided into seven chapters and a short conclusion at
the end. The chapter first offers a detailed examination of the institution of
forced labour in the world context. The second chapter discusses the genesis
and changes of the institution of Begar up to 1846. The third chapter discuses
the nature of Dogra State and the severity of the institution of Begar assumed
during the period under reference. The chapter fourth deals with the varieties of
Begar in Kashmir. While analyzing it, an attempt has been made to discuss
some of the geo-political reasons responsible for the emergence of various
types of Begar in Kashmir. The chapter fifth and sixth deals with the political
discourses, literature and folklore pertaining to the institution of Begar. Here an
attempt has been made to show the role of different agencies (political as well
as non-political) in the abolition of this inhuman institution. The chapter is
mainly based on the contemporary literature, Kashmiri proverbs, folk tales,
besides taking some insights from the archives as well. The last chapter
attempts to highlight the socio-economic impact of Begar on the Kashmiri
society. The chapter is basically an attempt to examine the institution of Begar
in relation with the deteriorated state of economy during the period under
reference. There is also little focus on the socio-psychological dimensions, and
the migration of Kashmiris towards the Northern Plains of India.
vi

The study is a humble attempt at weaving the diverse threads of
available material into a coherent fabric. The facts have been scrupulously
studied and presented with a sense of objectivity. All that the one can say is
that the study is based on facts collected both from the primary and secondary
source material.
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CHAPTER - 1
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Forced Labour in world and Indian History: An Overview

F

orced labour constitutes a multi-facetted violation of human rights. It
attacks the “dignity and value of the human person”. It is also called slave

labour, labour performed in voluntarily and under duress, usually by relatively
large groups of people.1 Forced labour differs from slavery in that it involves
not the ownership of one person by another but rather merely the forced
exploitation of that person’s labour.2 Victims are denied their rights because
they are forced to do a certain kind of work, either because of lack of choice or
because they are pressured and threatened into it.3 Forced labour disrespects the
entire set of civil and political, economic, social and cultural rights. For
example, the rights to decent work, to rest, to a reasonable salary, to health, and
social benefits after a work-related accident. Above all, victims of forced
labour are denied their right to life, the foremost of all rights.4
Forced labour is a generic or collective term for those work relations,
especially in modern or early modern history, in which people are employed
against their will by the threat of destitution, detention, violence (including
death), lawful compulsion, or other extreme hardship to themselves or to
members of their families.5

1
2
3

4

5

The New Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 4, p. 875.
The Encyclopaedia Americana, Vol.11, p. 561.
Skrivankova, Klara, Between decent work and forced labour: examining the continuum of
exploitation, Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 2010, p. 6.
A global alliance against forced labour, Global Report under the Follow-up to the ILO
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, International Labour Conference 93rd
Session , Geneva, 2005, p. 5.
Skrivankova, Klara, op. cit., p.7.
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Forms of Forced labour
A. Slavery
The archetypal and best-known form of forced labour is slavery, in
which individual workers are legally owned throughout their lives, and may be
bought, sold or otherwise exchanged by owners, while never or rarely receiving
any personal benefit from their labour.6 Slavery seems to have been a common
practice in many ancient societies such as Greek, Egypt, China and the Middle
East.7 Most slaves originated from the spoils of war, kidnap or voluntarily to
pay for debts. A slave, according to the Federal Constitution, is a person who
owes service or labour to another person.8 In the language of the Scriptures, he
is a “man’s money”. The treatment of slaves varied in the ancient world, but in
most cases slaves were the property of the master, with little or no rights or
status. Slavery enters human history with the concept of civilization.9
B. Bonded labour
A more common form in modern society is bonded labour, under which
workers sign contracts to work for a specific period of time, for which they are
paid only with accommodation and sustenance, or these essentials in addition
to limited benefits such as cancellation of a debt, or transportation to a desired
country.10
C. Serfs
Serfs are sometimes referred to as un-free labourers. They meet the
definition in that they were bound to the land and required permission to move.
In the Middle Ages, some serfs were able to escape to a city, beyond the reach
6

7

8
9

10

Cuffel, Victoria, “The Classical Greek Concept of Slavery”, Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol.
27, No. 3, 1966, p.323.
Enrico Dal Lago and Constantina Katsari (Ed.), Slave Systems: Ancient and Modern, Cambridge
University Press, 1987, pp. 234-235.
Skrivankova, Klara, op.cit., p.12..
David Meager, Slavery in Bible Times, Cross Way, Journal of Church Society, Autumn 2006,
No.102, p. 22.
Blackburn, The Making of New World Slavery From the Baroque to the Modern, 1492–1800,
1997, London, p. 234.
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of a feudal lord. Such type of forced labour was attached with the feudal mode
of production.11
D. Corvée
Corvée or forced labour, is often unpaid, that is required of people of
lower social standing and imposed on them by the state or by a superior (such
as an aristocrat or noble). The corvée was the earliest and most widespread
form of taxation, which can be traced back to the beginning of civilization. It
was state-imposed forced labour on peasants too poor to pay other forms of
taxation.12 The corvée also existed towards feudal superiors (when there was no
state framework), and was sometimes levied anyway even on persons with cash
resources. It is a form of forced labour where the worker is not, or not fully,
compensated. Unlike other forms of levy, such as a tithe (one-tenth part of
something, paid as a contribution to a religious organization or compulsory tax
to government), the corvée does not require the population to have land, crops
or cash and thus it tends to be favored in economies where money is in short
supply. Corvée is thus most often found in economies where barter is the usual
method of trade, or in subsistence economies.13
Forced Labour in World
Forced labour or slavery is as old as history. It was widespread in many
parts of the world in antiquity. Aristotle justified slavery as a divine and
beneficent human institution, not only sanctioned by nature but justified by the
circumstances of social existence.14 One of the main origins of slavery was the
claim of the victors to the services of a vanquished people. Another source of
slavery was the surrender of debtors to creditors. Still another source was the

11

12

13
14

Njenga, George, N., The Feudal System in Medieval Europe (7th-14th Century A.D.), London,
1988, p. 23.
Allen, Theodore W, The Invention of the White Race: Racial Oppression and Social Control. New
York, 1994, p. 22.
Budge. The Rosetta Stone, Oxford, 1967, pp. 138-139.
Hook, La. Rue. Van, Greek Life and Thought: A Portrayal of Greek Civilization, New-York, 1930,
p. 106.
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selling of children. Slavery was practiced in Babylon, Egypt, Greece, Rome,
etc. Slavery existed as a social institution in Asiatic and in European antiquity,
in despotism, and in democracies.15 The immense buildings created by the
Asiatic despots or by the Egyptians represented the labour of armies of slaves.
Slavery existed also in Greek city-states where the culture of the upper classes
was possible only on the basis of slave labour. The Roman civilization was
built upon the slave labour.16 "The steady expansion of Rome from its assertion
of hegemony over its immediate neighbours in Central Italy in the fourth
century B.C. to the imposing world empire in the first century A.D. increased
the flow of slave labour into the Roman economy."17 Later on the slave
economy "contributed to the polarization of wealth on the one side and poverty
on the other in the Roman Empire". However, in the Middle Ages slavery was
not a significant element in the economic structure and as such the institution
of slavery gradually fell into disuse.18 In Europe, serfdom gradually appeared
as slavery lost its economic significance. But the use of slave manpower again
reappeared with the discovery of the New World (i.e., America).19 There was
large scale importation of slaves from Africa to the New World in the middle
of the sixteenth century. The first cargo of slaves destined for the North
American colonies arrived in Jamestown, Virginia, in 1619.20
The concept of feudalism in the middle ages is the term used for
referring to the social, political and economic system in place. A king was the
ruler and the person at the helm of affairs.21 He was constantly at war, either
defending his territory or expanding the boundaries of his rule. In order to serve
both the purposes it became absolutely essential to maintain a set of loyal and
responsible subordinates to maintain the vast territories. This subordinate class
15

16
17
18
19
20
21

Finley, M. I., (Ed.), Slavery in Classical Antiquity: Views and Controversies, Cambridge, 1960,
pp.26-27.
Ingram, J. K., A History of Slavery and Serfdom, London 1895, pp. 234-236.
Hunt, P. Slaves, Warfare, and Ideology in the Greek Historians, Cambridge, 1998, p. 23.
Ibid.
Marjorie, Rowling, Life in Medieval Times, Oxford, 1989, pp. 432-433.
Betty, Wood, Slavery in Colonial America, 1619-1776, Sherol, 2010, p. 12.
Njenga, George, N., op.cit, p. 45.
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consisted of feudal lords or barons, who were given a certain portion of land
which they administered for the king.22 The barons or feudal lords maintained a
huge army, whose job was to ensure the protection of the land and fight for the
lords and ultimately serve the king. The lowest strata of this system were
serfdom. Feudalism and serfdom began to emerge as the Roman Empire
crumbled, leaving Western Europe to be ruled by a patchwork of small
kingdoms established by Germanic warlords. In these chaotic times, a king
could not hope to maintain strong centralized control over his entire kingdom;
rather he was forced to delegate power to local nobles, and the feudal system
gradually developed as a practical method of doing so. Serfdom emerged for
the same reason, as peasants were forced to sacrifice their freedom in exchange
for protection.
Medieval serfdom and feudalism, as a way of life, was a significant
feature in the medieval times especially in European society. The term 'serf'
was coined around 1850, though it originated much before from the Latin
word, 'servus' meaning slave. Serfdom was an extended or slightly altered form
of slavery.23 It was a type of bondage slavery, wherein peasants were forced to
work for a handful of landowners or the rich class. These serfs formed the
lower class of society and were essentially farmers, millers or people from
villages like blacksmith or carpenters. Medieval serfs were more of household
labours, who got some form of protection and rights to retain some agricultural
produce, in return for their labour. Unlike the slaves, serfs were not owned by
the feudal lords.24 They had their own independent existence, but heavily
restricted in the service of the nobility. The king actually remained just the
chief feudal lord, simply in charge of the kingdom and enjoying unprecedented
rights. But it was the feudal lords, who exercised the real authority and

22
23
24

Njenga, George, N., op.cit, p. 45.
Backman, Clifford R. The Worlds of Medieval Europe, Oxford University Press, 2003, p. 55.
White, Stephen D., Re-Thinking Kinship and Feudalism in Early Medieval Europe, Ashgate
Variorum, 2000, p. 34.
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command over the knights and serfs.25 Feudalism was such a powerful
phenomenon, especially in the Western Europe, that a handful of these lords
dictated the lifestyle of the entire country or kingdom. Of course, their rule was
limited to the area which they governed, but the king had almost no check on
their lifestyle which turned out to be more autocratic and tyrannical.
Thus, the hierarchy consisted of the lord, vassals and the fiefs or land grants.
The lords got the services of the vassals, who in turn got land as a 'loan', though
it essentially was the property of the lord. The services provided by the vassals
were looking after the land, guaranteeing protection for the lord and readily
fighting for his cause. The serfs remained bonded labour, serving in the grand
manors (the dwellings of the lords) or working as farm labours.26
Towards the end of the middle ages, feudalism spread extensively and
the concept prevailed in isolated areas around the world, including America
and a few places in Asia and Africa. In Europe though, the rising atrocious
behaviour of the lords led to uprisings in latter period, like the French
Revolution and many localized revolts in England, Russia and many other
countries. It ended the reign of the feudal way of life and gave birth to the
democratic way of life.27
Forced Labour in India
Slavery or forced labour was also widely prevalent in ancient India but it
did not assume the classical form as in the West Asiatic and Mediterranean
countries.28 The institution of slavery existed in the Buddhist period as the
basis of economic and social life. In this period we find horrible and inhuman
treatment meted out to slaves by their cruel masters. The Buddha emphasized
the importance of the work of slaves and servants, but he tried to mitigate the
25

26

27

28

Kahan, Arcadius. "Notes on Serfdom in Western and Eastern Europe," Journal of Economic
History, March1973, No. 33, pp. 86-99.
Gorshkov, Boris B. "Serfdom: Eastern Europe" in Peter N. Stearns, Ed., Encyclopedia of European
Social History: from 1352-2000 (2001) Vol. 2 pp. 379–88.
Blum, Jerome. The End of the Old Order in Rural Europe, Princeton University Press, 1956,
pp.55-57.
Chattopadhyay, Anil Kumar, Slavery in India, Calcutta, 1959, p. 34.
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miseries of slaves. The institution of forced labour developed fully in the
Mauryan period.29 Although Kautilya was against slavery, he sanctioned forced
labour because he regarded it as a lawful privilege of the government and the
landlords. It had drawn a long list of labourers who were subjected to forced
labour. It is important to note that "in the early stages only agricultural
labourers were subjected to forced labour."30 But in the later period it gradually
spread among other labouring classes. In the Gupta period its scope was
widened to all sorts of free labour. In this period, when feudalism was in the
offing, forced labour was exacted without paying anything to the labourers in
return for their work.31 Thus, feudalism arose out of the ruins of the antique
society of slave labour and in the new social order labour was performed in
serfdom. But, in India, serfdom also did not take the classical form as in
mediaeval Europe.32 Nevertheless, it was deemed essential to maintain the
socio-economic order prevailing at that time. Land was still the main means of
production."Under feudalism, the cultivator is not the owner of the land.
Feudalism results from the expropriation of the free tillers of the soil; or from
the conquest of new countries by martial tribes."33
From the post-Maurya period, and especially from Gupta times, certain
political and administrative developments tended to feudalize the state
apparatus. The most striking development was the practice of making land
grants to the Brahmins. The economic developments which created conditions
for the origin of feudalism are rather difficult to determine. In this connection it
has to be considered whether land-granted to the Brahmans and temples were
cultivated or uncultivated, and whether such beneficiaries or other land-owners
were the actual tillers of the soil or got their fields cultivated by temporary

29
30
31
32

33

Chanana, D. R., Slavery in Ancient India, New Delhi, 1960, p. 3.
Shyamashastry, R.D., Arthasastra (Ed. and trans.), Government Press, Bangalore, 1915, pp. 23-34.
Kosambi, D. D., An Introduction to the Study of Indian History, 1965, pp. 348-349.
Sharma, R. S., Sudras in Ancient India: A Social History of the Lower Order Down to Circa A.D.
600, Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1990, p. 45.
Jain, P.C., Labour in Ancient India, Sterling Publishers, New Delhi, 1971, p. 160.
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peasants.34 A Satavhana inscription from the Western Deccan of A.D. 130
which grants a part of the royal land to some Buddhist monks states that if the
land is not cultivated the village is not to be settled. This clearly shows that atleast from the 2nd century A.D. villages which were given away possessed
cultivated lands. While the peasants under the donees and ksetrasvmins were
reduced to a servile position, the free peasants lost in their status because of the
imposition of several new taxes, which can be compared to feudal dues in
Europe.35 It seems that during the Gupta period the villages had to pay forced
contributions of money or supplies to royal troops and officials when they
halted at or passed through the village, which can be compared to the tax
known as senabhakta in the Arthasastra of Kautilya.36 Further, they had to
furnish cattle in relays for transport. They were also under the obligation of
supplying flowers and milk to the royal officers on tour. And finally the
villages could be subjected to forced labour of all varieties (sarvavisti),
probably for military purposes.37 The different kinds of visti are not mentioned
in the inscriptions, but seem to have been the same as those described in the
Kamasutra of Vatsyayana.38 This text informs us that peasant women were
compelled to perform un-paid work of various kinds, such as filling up the
granaries of the village headman, taking things into or out of his house,
clearing or decorating his residence, working in his fields, and spinning yarn of
cotton, wool, flax or hemp for his clothes. This forced labour included almost
all conceivable kinds of work, and seems to have been very oppressive.
Further, during the Gupta period we read of forced contributions which were
designed to meet the needs of the army and the state. The practice of realizing
contributions which were not sent to the state treasury but were consumed

34

35
36
37
38

Sharma, R. S., “The Origins of Feudalism in India (A.D. 400-650)” Journal of the Economic and
Social History of the Orient, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Oct., 1958), pp. 297-328.
Ibid.
Shyamashastry, R.D., p. 56.
Sharma, R.S., op.cit., p. 55.
Sharma, R. S. "Politico-Legal Aspect of the Caste System", JBRS, xxxix, p. 325.
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locally by royal troops and officers tended to set them up as another class of
intermediaries and thus to lower further the position of the free peasantry.39
During the Gupta period, in contrast to the depreciation of the position
of the free peasantry, the number of slaves engaged in production was
declining, and the Sudras were becoming increasingly free from the obligation
to serve as slaves. Kautilya's provisions for manu-mission of slaves generally
apply to those who are born of Aryan parents or are Aryans themselves. But
Yajnavalkya introduces a revolutionary principle when he asserts that nobody
can be reduced to slavery without his consent. According to a later commentary
this means that a Sudra, a ksatriya or a vaisya employed in servile work against
his will shall be released by the king. Thus Yajnavalkya completely reverses
Manu's precept, which provides for the forcible enslavement of a Sudra.
Further, Narada and Brhaspati strongly deprecate the attitude of the wretch
who, being independent, sells himself.40 Besides this, for the first time Narada
implies that the slaves had some sort-of organization, for their leaders were
known as vargins. All these causes may have under mined the institution of
slavery, but gave rise to Visti or forced labour.41
In India, forced labour as one of the forms of slavery is a relic of
colonial and feudal system. Its origin can, therefore, be traced to our land
problem, which is the axis of Indian economy. The poor peasants and
cultivators had to work according to the dictates of the landlord who had
grabbed the bulk of the land in the village. Without having any means of
livelihood, they had to work free, or on paltry wages and to attend to other jobs
of the landlord in return for a strip of land which he would rent out to them at
exorbitant rates. The official report also pointed out: "Tenants are compelled to
do some type of agricultural labour in their (landlords) fields for a number of

39

40
41

Kosambi. D. D., The Culture and Civilization of Ancient India in Historical Outline, Poona, 1964,
pp. 178-179.
Sharma, R.S., op.cit., p. 65.
Raychaudhuri, H. C., Political History of Ancient India, Calcutta, 1973, p. 72.
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days in a season or a year either without wages or for some very meager wages
.... Sometimes his family members are also made to work for the landlord. Such
service may be free in lieu of grant of land, or a payment of very meager
wages. The tenants cannot refuse to work or bargain for wages, because there is
a danger of being ousted from the land or house-sites. These are the common
characteristics of forced labour exacted by landlords in many rural parts of
India where landlordism exists."42
It is significant to note that forced labour is not only the outcome of land
relationships, but also of 'debt-bondage' which means the debtor had to do
manual labour for his creditor in lieu of the advance or debt or interest thereon
till re-payment. In fact, the debt is seldom cleared off. Being unable to repay
the debt, the labourers remained in perpetual bondage. In most cases, along
with the debtor his family members had to perform domestic work at the
master's house on very low wages. Besides low wages the other conditions of
work of the labourers were equally bad. The hours of work were in no way
restricted. The back-breaking toil, absence of rest hours, starvation, and
maltreatment including physical assaults compelled such labourers to run away
to distant places leaving their hearths and homes. According to Wadia and
Merchant, "This system of exacting forced labour from cultivating tenants
exists in almost all provinces." It is important to note that a large part of this
labour came from certain backward sections of the population, viz., scheduled
castes and scheduled tribes.43
Existence of forced labour was also witnessed in the mines, where a
sizable portion of the labour force came from the aboriginal tribes. The most
common form of recruitment of such unskilled labour was through the
contractors. This was same in Bengal, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya
Pradesh. With regard to their bargaining power, they were, in fact, weaker than
42
43

Roy, G. K., Involuntary Labour in Ancient India, Allahabad, 1981, p. 78.
Maity, A. B., Forced Labour in India: A Note, Indian Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 15,
No.1, Jul., 1979, pp. 77-92.
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the other sections of the working class. Moreover, they were subjected to
various disabilities because of the fact that they were under various legislations
such as the Criminal Tribes Act.44
Bonded labour can best be described in terms of debt bondage fixed for
a time or life-time or descending from father to son in some cases. It has been
defined as "the work of service which is taken from any person or his
dependent under menace of any penalty or interest or both of any loan or
advance in discharge of any other contract or like obligations". Under the
bonded labour system a person securing a loan from the landlord or moneylender had to work for the creditor to extinguish the debt along with the interest
failing which his family and his descendants had to work for the creditor.45 The
system of bonded labour grew out of poverty and helplessness of tribal and
semi-tribal communities in the grip of subsistence economy.
A bonded labourer ceases to be a free economic agent. He has forfeited
the freedom, opportunities of employment or right to move freely or the right to
appropriate or sell at market value any of his property or products of labour. He
is not allowed to serve any person other than his master to whom he is attached.
He is allowed to seek casual employment only in cases where the master fails
to find any work for him. As a result, although the labourer gets work in the
peak season, he is left to serve or eke out a livelihood for him when the
agricultural operations are over. The wages which he gets are also much lower
than what a free labourer gets. He has no voice, no bargaining power. The
hours of work are often long and the payments irregular. The most shocking
aspect of this institution of exploitation is that the bonded labourer is treated
like a 'commodity'.46 Just as the ownership of a commodity is transferable, in
the same way the bonded labourer is also transferable. Thus a bonded labourer
may be sold, mortgaged, or leased out. He is more a commodity than a human
44
45
46

Roy, G. K., op.cit., p. 80.
Ibid.
Maity, A. B., op.cit., p. 78.
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being. This has been corroborated in various reports on the conditions of the
bonded laborer. Bonded labour is, therefore, worse than slavery. A major
section of the bonded labour comes from the scheduled castes, scheduled
tribes, and semi-tribes.47
The bonded labour is commonly known as Begar in most parts of India.
The system has flourished in different States in hidden forms. With the
abolition of slavery in Britain, forced labour was prohibited in India by a law
passed in 184348. Since then efforts were made towards the abolition of this
evil system, but nothing substantial was achieved due to complacency on the
part of the British rulers.49

47
48
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Maity, A. B., op.cit., p. 78.
The Indian Slavery Act, 1843, also Act V of 1843, was an act passed in British India under East
India Company rule, which outlawed many economic transactions associated with slavery, under
the Governor General-ship of Lord Ellonbourgh. Agnew, William Fischer, The Indian penal code:
and other acts of the Governor-general relating to offences, with notes, Calcutta: Thacker, Spink,
and Co., 1898, p. 678.
Stein, Burton, A History of India, Oxford University Press, 1998, pp. 216-217.
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Forced Labour in Kashmir History upto 1846

he system of forced labour (Begar)1 or Corvee2 under the name of Kari-

T

Begar continued to remain till recent times one of the most pronounced

features of Kashmir administration. Owing to the absence of proper roads in
the valley and also because of the torturous paths in the hilly regions it was
always felt necessary to use load-carriers in preference to all other means of
transport. In fact, throughout the chequered history of Kashmir the pack-pony
used to carry the exports from and imports into the valley. But the human back
was considered to be more useful than the pony and no doubt, it was usually
used for the carriage of heavy loads over the hilly areas. It should be kept in
mind that the whole obligation for transport of goods was imposed upon the
villagers and they were always struck with awe and terror whenever their rulers
undertook military expeditions in or outside the valley. The ever increasing
demand for carrying supplies to the soldiers created by those campaigns put the
villagers to a great deal of trouble they were required to present themselves for
carrying their allotted loads, and if they did not turn up, inhuman crimes were
perpetrated on them. This measure must have been resented by the peasants, for
1

2

The dictionary meaning of Begar as given by Steingass is “employing anyone without a
remuneration; to force one to work without pay”. For details see, Habib, Irfan, The Agrarian
System of Mughal India (1586-1707), Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1963, pp. 150, 167,
239, 248; Kaw, Mushtaq A., The Agrarian System of Kashmir (1586-1819 A.D.), Aiman
Publications, Srinagar, 2001, p. 323.
Unpaid labour in Medieval Europe is often termed as Corvee. It was demanded in various forms by
the state and the landed aristocracy. The exaction of unpaid labour was known even under the
ancient Romans. However, the distinction between Corvee and forced labour is that “Corvee” is a
general and periodic short-term obligation; whereas forced labour is usually prescribed for a long
or indefinite period. See for details Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. I, New York, London, 1970, pp.
560-61.
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it kept them away for a long time from their fields “which required weeding or
watering and constant supervision”.3 It was not uncommon for journeys to last
for weeks, if not months, and the wretched victims would return home halfstarved and broken in health, or they might die of cold or sickness on the way
and never come back at all.4
The genesis of Corvee in Kashmir may be traced to very ancient times.
Kalhana is probably the first and the most reliable source of information on the
said period. Probably the first reliable reference to it is found in Rajatarangini.5
Avantivarman’s son and successor, king Samkaravarman (883-902 A.D.) is
said “to have given to this Corvee a systematic organization (rudhabharodhi),6
and to have used it also for fiscal extortion”, though he was certainly not the
first to resort to Begar for transport purposes. In Kalhana’s times the system of
forced carriage of loads was the “the harbinger of misery for the villages”.7 The
villagers who did not turn up to carry their allotted loads, were fined by the
value of the load calculated according to the higher price of that region and in
the second year the whole of the village was fined by the value of the load
according to the same calculation.8
No one was exempted from the work of said type. But Kalhana records
an interesting anecdote when the Purohita Corporation held a solemn fast

3

4

5

6

7

8

Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, “Some Aspects of Corvee (Begar) in Kashmir, AD 833-1858”, Research
Biannual, Srinagar, 1, 2, p. 58; Hasan, Mohibbul, Kashmir under the Sultans, Ali Mohammad and
sons, Srinagar, 1974, p. 250.
Keenan, Brigid, “Travels in Kashmir: A Popular History of its People, Places and Crafts”,
Permanent Block D – 28 Oxford Apartments 11, 1. P. Extension, Delhi, 2006, p.21.
Stein, M.A., Kalhana, Rajatarangini, eng. trans., Vol. I, Delhi, 1979, p. 209; Ahmad, Parvez,
Economy And Society Of Kashmir: A Study in Change and Continuity (1885-1925), Oriental
Publishing House, Srinagar, 2007, fn. 312; Khan Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 58.
Ibid; as for the term rudhabharodhi, it recurs in Book VII, verse 1088, “where exemption from this
impost is mentioned as a privilege granted to the purohitas of a temple. Possibly, the term
included, like the modern Kari-Begar, the various requisitions for village produce, until recently
free of payment, which could be made by officials”. Ibid; p. 209n; Lawrence, Walter R., The valley
of Kashmir, London, 1905, p. 414.
Schofield, Victoria, Kashmir in the Crossfire, Viva Books Private Limited, New Delhi, 1997, p.
11; Khan Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 58.
Stein, M.A., op. cit., V. pp 172-174; Jamwal, Suman, Economy of Early Kashmir, Jay Kay Book
House, Jammu, 1994, p. 14.
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(Parva) against the forced carriage of load (rudhabharodhi) and this earned
them exemption from Begar.9 However, people were allowed to pay in cash in
lieu of the work due on them.10
In the reign of king Jayasimha (1128-49 A.D.), the villagers were forced
not only to carry the load but even to participate in the war. During his reign, a
military expedition led by his commander Dhanya was sent against
Sirahsilakotta Castle”.11 Dhanya was successful but the victory gained by him
was mainly at the cost of human life and human suffering.12
The Corvee continued to be in vogue in Kashmir during the Sultanate
period.13 According to the author of Baharistan-i-Shahi from the time of Sultan
Shihabul-din, the Corvee was also exacted from the ‘hanjis’ who were required
to serve the king seven days in every month without any wages.14 This practice
was, however, abolished by Sultan Ali Shah.15 According to Abul Fazal, during
the period of the Sultans men were forcibly employed for collection of
saffron.16 They were compelled to work for separating the saffron from the
petals and the stamens, and in return they received a certain quantity of salt
instead of wages.17 However, during the reign of Sultan Gazi Shah Chak (15619
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Stein, M.A., op.cit., pp. 209,352; Jamwal, Suman, op. cit., pp. 58-59; Khan Mohammad Ishaq,
op.cit., pp. 58-59.
Jha, D. N., Ed., Feudal Social Formation in Early India, Chanakya Publication, Delhi, 1987, p.
207; Also see Jamwal, Suman, op.cit., p. 14.
Stein, M.A., Vol. II, pp. 197-98.
Stein very rightly observed: the system of forced carriage by villagers “is not likely to have been
worked with greater leniency in Kalhana’s days than in modern times. We may safely conclude
from the author’s (Kalhana) discreet allusion that the success of Dhanya’s commissariat
arrangements was attained at the expense of human life and human suffering, perhaps not smaller
than that which accompanied generally the annual transport of stores for the Gilgit garrison until
the construction of the ‘Gilgit Road’ a few years ago.” Ibid.
Hasan, Mohibbul, op.cit., p. 250; Bamzai, P.N.K. attributes the improved condition of the peasants
during the ‘Muslim rule in Kashmir’ to ‘political consciousness’ of the people, who according to
him “resisted the imposition of Begar”.(Bamzai, P.N.K., A History of Kashmir, Delhi, 1962, p.
453). The view, however, is absurd and not borne out by the facts of history. In sober fact, the
people of Kashmir had not acquired ‘political consciousnesses’ as late as the beginning of
twentieth century. It is a hard fact that they remained quite passive till 1931, though occasionally
the shawl weavers had tended to manifest a spirit of revolt against intolerable conditions.
Anonymous, Baharistan-i-Shahi, f. 9a; Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op. cit. p. 59.
Hassan, Mohibbul, op. cit; P. 251.
Fazal, Abul, Ain-i- Akbari, vol. I., Eng. trans., Blockman, second edition, Calcutta, 1872, p. 90.
Ibid.
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1563A.D.), another custom, involving the payment of some wages in order to
obtain the labour became common.18 During his reign, they were given eleven
traks19 of Saffron flower, out of which one trak was to be their wages and for
the remaining ten they were bound to supply a quarter trak of pure saffron to
the Government.20 This was so devised as to leave him hardly any
remuneration for his work.21 The tone of other sections of Abul Fazal’s account
tends to create the impression that the custom of Begar assumed cruel
proportions under Ghazi Shah Chak. Inevitably, the chronicler has given full
credit to his patron, the Mughal emperor Akbar, for putting an end to this
hateful practice on his third visit to the valley in 1597, to the great relief of the
peasants. 22
Kashmir was conquered by Emperor Akbar in 1586 A.D. Under the
great Mughal the compulsory labour was without any doubt due from the
people, but with this basic difference, that, it did not take the form of unpaid
work.23 As Sir Walter Lawrence observes:
“The very durability of the buildings of the Mughals, suggested that
the work was paid for; buildings constructed by forced and unpaid
labour did not last long” 24
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Kaw, Mushtaq A., op. cit., p. 326.
One Kashmiri Trak was equal to eight seers of the time of Akbar. See Fazal, Abul, op. cit., p. 90n.
Ibid., p. 90.
Bamzai, P.N.K., Culture and Political History of Kashmir, vol. 2, M.D. Publication, New Delhi,
1994, p. 504.
Fazal, Abul, Ain-i-Akbar, vol. I., Eng. trans., Blochmann, p. 90; Muhibbul, Hasan while simply
following Abul Fazl does not explain whether Akbar abolished the whole system of the Sultans or
only the innovation of sultan Ghazi Shah Chak. (Hasan, Mohibbul, op. cit., p. 251).Irfan Habib
who has also not explained it his wrongly says that during the Sultans the people who were
employed for separating the saffron from the petals and stamens were given nothing in return as
wages, which according to him was abolished by Akbar. Habib, Irfan, op.cit., p. 248. The fact is
that the new custom which was introduced by Ghazi Shah was abolished, while as the old practice
according to which salt was given as wages which reintroduced by Akbar. This is substantiated by
this remark of Jahangir. “It is an established custom to Kashmir that they bring the saffron flowers
plucked according to the plan they adopted from the old, they take half its weight in salt as wages.”
Emperor Jahangir, Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri (R & B) II; p. 178.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit; p. 59.
Lawrence, op.cit; p. 196n.
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Plate No. 1:

The above plate depicts the collection of saffron forcefully by
both men and women. This type of Begar was popularly known
as Kong Begar in Kashmir, Cf. British Library.
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That the labourers got fair return for their work during Akbar’s reign is
testified by literary25 as well as archaeological evidence. Akbar constructed a
wall around the Hari Parbat hillock to provide, among other things,26 labour to
thousands of famine stricken people in Kashmir in 159727. One of its main gate,
he had inscribed a verse which states that “no Begar was taken from any person
and all were paid their wages in cash.28 It would appear mere credible; it
would even automatically imply the acknowledgement of the state’s gesture by
the very class of the labour which was hit the most and which the state now
claimed was relieved of the extortionate practice of Begar.29
During the reign of Jahangir, it appears that in his reign, the element of
force re-emerged in an explicit form, while, on the other hand, there was no
improvement in the wages paid. The latter of the two conditions is frankly
admitted by Jahangir himself.30 Thus, he writes in around the fifteenth year of
his reign:
“ . . . . . it is an established custom that they bring the saffron flowers
plucked and according to the plan they have adopted from of old, they
take half its salt in wages . . . . . ”31

25
26

27
28
29
30
31

Fazal, Abul, op.cit; p. 90.
Suka says that since there were regular clashes between the soldiery and the civilians, this wall was
constructed to keep them apart. The King’s soldiers were now quartered separately in the new
town fenced by the above wall: Srivara, Jaina Rajatarangini, Eng. trans. from Sanskrit, Dutt, J. C.,
Kings of Kashmir, p. 426. Lawrence holds that construction of the wall commenced to attract the
Kashmiris back to Kashmir were they had fled in the troublesome times of the Chaks: Lawrence,
op.cit., p. 194.
Fazl, Abul, Akbar Nama, vol. III, p. 776; trans. Beveridge H., Vol. III, p. 1087.
The photography of the said inscription has been reproduced on the next page.
Kaw, Mushtaq A., op.cit., p. 332.
Ibid.
Tuzuk-i-Jahangeri, Eng. trans. by Alexander Rogers, Ed., by H. Beveridge, Vol. II, London, 190914, P. 178. Salt was an essential item of daily consumption: Khan, Mu’tamid, Iqbalnama-iJahangiri, Urdu trans. from Persian, Mayil, Muhammad Zakariya, Locknow, 1974, p. 157. It was,
however, not produced in the valley and it is probably for this reason that Jahangir misleadingly
states that “there is no salt in the beauties of Kashmir”. Hence it had to be imported into the valley:
Ibid., p. 157.
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Plate No. 2: Persian text of the Kathi Darwaza Inscription located in the
South of the Nagar Nagar Hillock
Hillock Srinagar. Cf. Dr. Mushtaq
Ahmad Kaw, ‘The Agrarian System of Kashmir (1586
(1586-1819A.D.),
Aimann Publications, Srinagar, 2001.
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It is also fairly clear that on account of the un-remunerative nature of the
task, there was always a certain resistance on the part of the workers to the
demand.32 It is for this reason that when Itiqad Khan, took over as the Governor
of Kashmir in the seventeenth yea rof Jahangir’s reign (1634 AD), he was left
with no alternative but to use considerable force. Mu’tamid Khan emphatically
maintains “people were continuously pressed to take raw flowers to their
homes, so that they pick up pure saffron as per the wages traditionally fixed.
For the wages, they were being given a little salt.33 While we may see this as in
part a local excess, resulting from Itiqad Khan’s unscrupulous behaviour,34 we
may also blame it, in part, on Jahangir’s rather lax control over his
underlings.35
When Shah Jahan (1627-1657 A.D.) ascended the throne, Begar, in all
its essentials, was still in vogue. However, he was too intelligent to ignore the
difficulties in its operation and too cautious to follow such a policy, particularly
in the face of the extreme unwillingness shown by the workers in the matter of
Saffron collection.36 He, therefore, issued a Farman which he had inscribed on
the main gate of the Great Mosque in the locality of Srinagar.37 The Farman
prohibits the levy of burdensome customs and taxes, as had been done by some
former subedars. While seeking to redress many popular grievances, the
Farman enjoined that:
“ . . . no man shall by any means be forced to collect saffron; and as
regards the saffron grown on the Khalisa lands, labourers employed be
satisfied by payment of considerable wages . . . ”38.
32
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The job being very delicate requires utmost care and concentration. Kaw, Mushtaq A, op. cit., p.
333.
Khan, Mu’tamid, IqbalNama-I-Jahangiri, Urdu trans. by Mayil Muhammad Zakariya, Lukhnow,
1974, p.157. Also see Shah, Pir Hassan,Tarikh-i-Hassan,3 vols., reprinted, by M/S Ghulam
Mohammad and Noor Mohammad, Srinagar, 1989, pp. 138-39.
He was the most unscrupulous governor of Kashmir. He imposed innumerable taxes on the
peasantry and as such, had become most notorious: Ma’asir-al, Umara, per. text. Vol. I., pp. 18082; Beveridge H., Vol. I, p. 714; inscription Jamia Masjid, Srinagar.
Ma’asir-al, Umra, per. text., Vol.II, pp. 813-18; Beveridge H., Vol. II, pp. 678-79. His officers
were engaged in the acts of bribery and paid no attention to the abilities of men or to their
performance. Such a deplorable state of affairs paved the way for the decline in revenue.
Kaw, Mushtaq A., op.cit., p. 333.
The inscription is still extant and catches the sight of the people entering the mosque in the first
instance.
The photography of the said inscription has been reproduced on the next page.
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It is thus evident that the royal edict intended that in Shahjahan’s reign
the task of saffron collection was not only to be voluntary but was to be paid
considerably. Even for the purpose other than this, Begar was declared
inadmissible.39 This is shown by another Farman issued in the sixth year of
Shahjahan’s reign which points to the exemption from this practice on a portion
of land earmarked for the herdsmen somewhere in the valley.40 Whether or not,
such orders were executed cannot be exactly answered in the absence of any
supplementary evidence. It is but certain that Shajahan prescribed fairly lenient
terms for the Jagirdars as is evident from the text of the first Farman which
reads that “the Jagirdars in Kashmir are at liberty to collect the saffron in the
manner they like”. This presupposes that the scope for the forced collection of
saffron was not out rightly ruled out.41
During the reign of Aurangzeb, we have a solitary reference contained
in the travelogue of Francois Bernier who, while giving a description of the
Emperor’s visit to Kashmir, maintains that, “here are atleast fifteen thousand
porters (qulis) already collected in Bimber42; some sent by the Governor of
Kashmir and by the neighbouring Rajas and others who have come voluntarily
in the expectation of earning a little money. A royal ordinance fixes their pay at
ten Crowns (English coin, originally known as the "crown of the double rose",
was an English gold coin introduced as part of King Henry VIII's monetary
reform of 1526 A.D. with the value of five shillings; later a silver coin of the
same value.) for every hundred pounds weight”43.

39
40
41
42

43

Kaw, Mushtaq A, op.cit., p 334.
Document No. 574/2, R. & P. Deptt., Srinagar.
Kaw, Mushtaq A, op.cit., p. 334.
Bimber was a neighbouring country located on a steep, black and scorched mountain made of
Pebbles and burning sand. The town of Bimber had several rest-houses (Sarais) besides a building
three hundred feet square where the emperor and his personal staff used to camp. The journey to
this mountainous country was always through difficult passes: Bernier, Francois, Travels in the
Mogul Empire, (Reprint, Delhi, 1968),p. 390.
Ibid.
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Plate No. 3: English Translation of Shahjahan’s Farman
Farman, Jamia Masjid
Inscription, Srinagar: Cf. Dr. Jivanji Jamshadi Modi, A Few
Persian Inscription of Kashmir”
Kashmir JBBRAS, Vol.. III, No.2, 1926.
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The foregoing information seems, in all probability, satisfactory
otherwise the labourers would not have volunteered to perform the job of
carrying the royal luggage into the valley through difficult terrain and
mountainous passes44. The plentiful availability of labour for such a task
explains why the Emperor did not find it necessary to arrange for it be before
hand, and could take it for granted.45
Owing to the paucity of source material, one can’t conclude
unequivocally whether or not Begar continued in Kashmir during the later
Mughal period. At any rate, it can be argued that Kashmir remained immune to
the evil practice in this period, since the weakening of the Central Government
was likely, if anything, to have strengthened the tendency to demand Begar.46
Thus, no sooner the Afghans took over from the Mughals than they
imposed Begar without the slightest of reservations. They saw to it that
compulsory as well unpaid labour was extracted from the peasants in order to
implement certain projects.47 Azad Khan (1783-85 A.D.) was the cruelest
amongst all the Afghan governors.48 He forcibly employed the peasants of
Maraz and Kamraz divisions for the construction of a bund (weir) at Batwara49
to divert the water of the river Jhelum into a lake, which he proposed to
construct at Maisuma.50 Thus, the impressed labourers were forced to bring
heavy stones and popular trees over a long distance from Athwajan.51 Azad’s
44

45
46

47
48

49
50

51

Ibid; The Journey across the mountains being expensive for pack animals head; Pelsaert,
Remonstrantie, Eng., trans., Moreland and Geyl, Jahangir’s India, Cambridge, 1925, pp. 33-44.
Kaw, Mushtaq A., op.cit., p. 335.
Khan, Muhammad HadiKamwar, Tazkiratu-s-Salatin-i-Chaghta, Alam Muzaffaredn. New Delhi,
1980, pp. 100-300. Mirza Bin Rustum writes about this period of Kashmir history that due to the
weak rule, was among the mansabdars over the governorship had become frequent: Tarikh-iMuhammadi, Vol. II, Part 4, Ali Imtiazedn., Rampur, 1973, pp. 31-33. William Irvine states that
the entire period was characterized by scramble for power amongst various ethnic groups: Sarkar,
J.N., Later Mughals, edn., Vol. II, Calcutta, (1719-39).
Kaw, Mushtaq A., op.cit., p. 335.
Bagh-i-Sulaiman, ff. 246ab; Ramjoo Dhar paints his two years reign with the stains of naked
injustice and oppression.
The name of a place in the south of Srinagar city. It falls just on the right bank of the river Jhelum
A mohalla located again on the right hand side of the river Jhelum. It is near modern habitat of Lal
Chowk.
Shah, Pir Hassan, op.cit., p. 472; Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 60.
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experiment to convert Maisuma into a lake did not fructify as the water could
not reach the contemplated site.52 According to Pir Hassan Shah, the foolish act
of Azad Khan caused great inconvenience to the people.53
Similarly, the peasants were compelled to carry the provisions on the
occasion of Azad Khan’s military expeditions against the chieftains of
Muzaffarabad, Poonch and Kishtwar.54 The carriage of load, therefore, served
as a kind of expiatory punishment and was, as before the harbinger of misery to
the peasants.55 Azad Khan, no doubt, emerged victorious, but it seems that he
achieved this at a considerable cost; the peasants, on these occasions while
abandoning their cultivation, had to pay for these campaigns in effect.56 Their
production was, thus, doomed to suffer miserably due to the lack of weeding,
watering and protection against the birds, beasts and pests. Whether all the
peasants were pushed into the above obligations can’t be answered owing to
the lack of source material.57
The practice of Begar was continued by the Sikhs with greater vigour.
The Sikhs were not so barbarically cruel, but they were hard and rough
masters.58 A feeble attempt made by Col. Mehan Singh to abolish Begar59 did
not yielded any result in the days when the officials enjoyed more powers and
privileges than their masters. Thousands of villagers were reported to have
been impressed by Sheikh Mohi-ud-Din60 for carrying supplies to Raja Gulab
Singh’s army in Ladakh.61 The fields were tended by the old men and old
52
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54
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Shah, Pir Hassan, op.cit., p. 472; Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 60.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Stein, M. A., Rajatarangini, op.cit.,p. 197.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 60
Kaw, Mushtaq A, op.cit., p. 336.
Younghusband, Kashmir, Adam and Charles Black, London, 1911, p. 336.
“I have consulted the transcript of Gh. Ahmad Mahjoor, the famous poet of Kashmir. The original
manuscript is difficult to read. It is in possession of his son” Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., fn,
p.71.
He was the Governor of Kashmir during 1842-45. His successor Imam-ud-Din was defeated by
Raja Gulab Singh in 1846.
Shah, Pir Hasan, op.cit., pp. 536-37; Pir Hasan Shah says that there was a great hullabaloo in
Kashmir when ten thousand villagers were forced to go to Ladakh. Ibid.
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women as best they could. Sometimes the peasant wives worked lonely in the
paddy fields and as a consequence agriculture was neglected.62
Moorcraft63and Hugel64 have given a graphic picture of the sad plight of
the villagers and extortions demanded from them by the Sikh officials.
Moorcraft writes that some of the men accompanying him were seized by the
Sikhs “as unpaid porters, and were not only driven along the road by a Cord
tying them together by the arms, but their legs were bound with ropes at night
to prevent their escape”.65 Another traveller visiting Kashmir in the time of
Sheikh Mohi-ud-Din gives an eye witness account of the cruelties on the
villagers. The visitor notes:
“I have been in many lands, but nowhere did the human being present
a more saddening spectacle than in Kashmir. It vividly recalled the
history of the Israelities under the Egyptian (Pharaoh’s) rule, when
they were flagged at their daily labour by their pitiless task-masters.
And here the same picture presents itself: man raises his hand against
his fellow-men, and for no other object than to excite physical pain.
This troop of forty peasants were called together by a beadle, and
driven along like a herd of cattle, the keeper walking behind, and
striking all within his reach. This slave driver carried a peculiar kind of
whip, woven after the fashion of the Russian knot, a little more pliant,
and about a foot and a half in length. There were three or four thongs,
each having a knot on the end. The handle was about a foot and a half
long. The beadle carries the whip in his girdle and when the
opportunity occurs uses it as a driver of cattle does his good, and
indeed I ought to say, that he makes opportunities rather than awaits
them.”66

62

63

64
65
66

Khanday, Ab. Rashid, The Sikh Rule in Kashmir (1819-1846 A.D), Muneeza Publication Kulgam
Kashmir, 2007, p. 34; Gervis, Pearce, This is Kashmir, Ali Mohammad and Sons Srinagar,
Kashmir, 1954, pp. 57-58.
Moorcroft, William and Trebeck, George, Travels in the Himalayan provinces of Hindustan and
the Punjab, in Ladakh and Kashmir, Vol. II, London, 1841, (Reprient 1971), pp. 232-33.
Hugel, Baron Charles, Travels in Kashmir and the Punjab, London, 1845, pp. 164-65.
Moorcraft, op.cit., p. 294.
Schonberg, Baron, Travels in India and Kashmir, Vol. II, London, 1853, pp. 73-74.
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Plate No. 4: The above plate depicts a group of Kashmiri porters resting on
march during Bagar Cf. Lawrence, W.R., The Valley of Kashmir.
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In short, Begar meant something more than forced unpaid labour.
Inspite of Akbar’s measures, all forms of Begar could not be totally done away
with. One of the major forms in which Begar was revived during the reign of
Jahangir was through the under payment of the wages; hence, it attempting
forestall the custom, Shahjahan instead on suppressing unpaid labour on the
one hand, and instructed his officials to pay fair returns to the workers on the
other. Shahjahan and even Aurangzeb seem to have temporarily succeeded in
routing out Begar, though it was probably demanded again during the reign of
the later Mughals, and certainly during the periods of the Afghan and Sikh rule
in Kashmir. Thus, notwithstanding the human efforts of some rulers, the traces
of Begar were still present in relatively recent periods, even if its precise scope
is hard to determine for want of adequate literary or epigraphic evidence. Still,
whatever may have been the magnitude and forms of Begar, it is indisputable
that Begar was not demanded at least in Kashmir for such productive work as
the cultivation of fields. It was therefore, a form quite distinct from that which
was seen in Europe during the age of feudalism.67

67

Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. I, New York, London, 1970, pp. 559-62.
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CHAPTER - 3
From Frying Pan into the Fire: Begar
under the Dogra Raj

From Frying Pan into the Fire: Begar under the Dogra Raj

I

n 1846, by virtue of the Treaty of Amritsar,1 Jammu and Kashmir was
handed over to Maharaja Gulab Singh and his male descendents with an

independent authority to rule over internal affairs of the state maintain the
dynastic, feudal centered and religion centered rule of medieval ages. After
taking as the ruler of state, Maharaja Gulab Singh claimed to be absolute
sovereign. Moreover, he considered the state especially the valley of Kashmir
his purchased property. His successors also carried on both these claims.
During the period people suffered miserably. The policies of Dogra rulers at
best helped “the Hindus in particular to consolidate and fatten themselves at the
expanse of the masses”2. The masses remained in abject poverty. The chronic
deterioration in agriculture and its consequent impact on the life of peasant was
the result of unsound revenue system accompanied with corrupt officialdom,
and the nature of relations among cultivators, the Jagirdars, or landlords and
the state. Under this system there was also a class of intermediaries who
exploited the tiller of the land.

1

2

Treaty of Amritsar was signed between British and Maharaja Gulab Singh on 16th March 1846. For
details about the treaty see Pannikar, K.M., Gulab Singh 1792-1858, Founder of Kashmir, Martin
Hopkinson Ltd., England, 1930, p.112.
Bazaz, P.N., Inside Kashmir, Srinagar: 1941, Kashmir Publishing Co., p.61.
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The power enjoyed by the officials under the system of mujawaza, in
virtue of which they could deprive a village of its year’s stock, was great, but
not as great as the power wielded by them in the levy of Begar3 or forced
labour. With the advent of the Dogra rule in Kashmir, the system of Begar
assumed dangerous proportions.4 This was mainly due to the fact that the
earlier part of the Dogra rule was worked by an intense military actions in the
frontier areas of Leh, Chilas, Kargil, Gilgit, Askardu, Hazara etc.5 Since the
Government had to ensure a regular supply to its army garrisons stationed in
the conquered territories of those far-flung areas and since the army would not
carry the supply loads themselves so as to conserve energy for possible
encounters on the way which runs through rough terrains, snowy passes, zigzag paths of arid mountains, some 1700 feet from sea level, the employment of
Begar was an easy device.6 The Begar was chosen simply due to “the absence

3

4

5

6

Lawrence, op.cit., p. 411. There was not any professional labour class in Kashmir, agricultural land
being sufficiently available for the existing population. Whatever labour was available in the cities
was exempt from Begar and thus the whole brunt fell on the rural population, especially on
peasantry. Labour was mostly required to carry loads to Gilgit or render services to the foreign
visitors. Giligit being a frontier district of Kashmir, the Maharaja was bound to defend the frontiers
under treaty obligations. So normally loads were carried to send provisions and other essentials for
the maintenance of the army over there and when there used to be some kind of disturbance, the
quantum of army movement would increase the dimensions of Begar and thousands of Begaris,
therefore, were pressed into service as human carriage of load. What made it a forced labour was
that it was taken, against will, when the peasants used to be busy with their farming operations.
Maharaja Gulab Singh is said to have taken the question of Begar. His biographer writes that the
Maharaja’s “idea was to determine a certain number of men in each village who would be
considered liable to do labour when called upon by the Government. For this they were to be paid
one Kharwar of rice per month and their food when employed. Men not called upon to do Begar in
the course of the year were only to be paid six Kharwars for the year. An officer was appointed to
take charge of this work; See Para Pannikar, K.M., op.cit., p. 136.
It can’t be denied that Gulab Singh’s idea was less prone to abuse than any other scheme that could
desired under the circumstances. But Dr. Pannikar in his bid to prove the ameliorating zeal of
Gulab Singh deliberately omits to mention that the Maharaja’s idea was never out into force by
servile and corrupt officials. In fact, Pannikar’s work suffers from political opportunism as he
seems to have concealed many strake realities in regard to the prevalence of Begar in Gulab Sing’s
reign. Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., fn. p.70.
Saif-ud-Din, Mirza, Akhbarat (M.S.), 1851, Vol. IV, 62ab, 64b, 66a, 67b, 70b, 74a. Other volumes
of these Akhbarat are also replete with details regarding Begar; see also Taylor, Lahore Political
Diaries (Punjab Government records), Vol. VI, p. 71; Khan, Ghulam Hassan, Ideological
Foundations of the Freedom Movement in Jammu and Kashmir (1931-1947), Delhi, 2000, p. 56.
Khan, Ghulam Hassan, op.cit., pp. 56-57.
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of any special laboring class in Kashmir and the demand for Begar fell,
naturally, on the villagers”.7 As Lawrence observed:
“A man could sometimes hide his grain in secret pits (Zusu), and could
save enough food to keep him and his children alive till the fruits and
vegetables came, but it was more difficult to hide himself when the
officials were on the look-out for human carriage and the Kashmir
pressgang would watch and wait if a reluctant villager fled to
mountains”.8

But the system was exploited by the officials not so much for military
purposes as for lining their own pockets. Every year thousands of helpless
Muslim subjects of the Maharaja were called by the police using sheer brute
force, compelled at the point of bayonet to carry military supplies on their
backs to Gilgit or Askardo.9 E. F. Knight gives a pathetic picture of Gilgit
Begar in these words:
“There is a just Begar and a Begar that becomes the most harmful
instrument that can be placed in the hands of unscrupulous officials.
Many thousands of villagers have been driven off every year to toil as
carries of burdens on the Gilgit road. Gilgit is a name of terror
throughout the State. An enormous transport service is needed, to
supply the garrisons on the northern frontier with grain; and the
Kashmir authorities have been utterly careless of the comfort, and even
of the lives, of the unfortunate wretches who are dragged from their
homes and families to trudge for months over the wearisome marches
of that arid country. They fall on the road to perish of hunger and
thirst, and, thinly clad as they are, are destroyed in hundreds at a time
by the cold on the snowy passes. When a man is seized for this form of
Begar, his wife and children hang upon him, weeping, taking it almost
for granted that they will never see him again. A gang of these poor
creatures, heavily laden with grain toiling along the desert crags
7
8
9

Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 411-12.
Ibid, Ahmad, Parvez, op.cit., pp.312-13.
Khan, Ghulam Hassan, op.cit., p. 57.
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between Astor and Gilgit, on a burning summer’s day, urged on by a
sepoy guard, is perhaps as pitiable a spectacle as any to be seen on the
roads of Siberia. But these are not convicts and criminals; they are
Mussulman farmers, harmless subjects of Maharaja”.10

It was only a miracle if someone survived the most demanding journey,
the frost bites, the severity of winter, the meager and sometimes, an unfamiliar
diet.11 If some porter slipped down the precipice or fell ill or had his feet frost
bitten, he was heartlessly abandoned to die by inches, totally unattended in his
anguish and a prey to vultures and beasts while the caravan moved on,
shamelessly unmindful of his tragic impending doom.12 There is hardly a
family in the valley, particularly outside Srinagar city, in which the tragic
disappearance of some male relation employed on Begar, has not descended as
a tragic part of the family chronicle from generation to generation.13
Fortunately for posterity, some contemporary visitors to Kashmir have left
some account of this dreadful institution.
Arthur Neve furnishes an eye-witness account. The noble doctor
remarks:
“For many years after I came to the country (Kashmir) the mere name
of Gilgit struck terror into the Kashmiri . . . . . . Early in April one year
came word that the frontier tribes were on the war path, and orders
were issued for a levy of 5,000 porters to accompany the two regiments
sent to reinforce the garrisons.”14

10
11
12
13
14

Knight, E.F., Where Three Empires Meet, London, Longmans, 1893, pp. 68-69.
Saraf, Muhammad Yusuf, Kashmir’s Fight for Freedom (1819-1946), Vol. I, Lahore, 2005, p.273.
Ibid., pp. 273-74.
Ibid.
Neve, Arthur, Thirty Years in Kashmir, London, 1913, p. 139.
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Plate No. 5: The above plate depicts the peasants loaded for the march during
the Begar, Cf British Library.
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He further notes:
“I was at Islamabad, endeavoring to fight an epidemic of cholera by
sanitation, and noticed coolies collecting from the entire surrounding
region each with his blankets, spare grass-shoes, his carrying crutch,
and light frame of sticks and rope in which to carry the load upon his
back. And I was present at the great concourse on a green meadow
infront of the mosque when a sort of farewell service was held for
those starting on this perilous journey. Loud was the sobbing of many
and fervid the demeanor of all as led by the mullah, they intoned their
prayers and chanted some of their special Ramzan penitential psalms.
Even braver men than the Kashmiris might have well agitated at such a
time, when taking farewell of their beloved ones! Who would till their
fields, what would happen during their long absence to their wives and
children? To what perils would they themselves be exposed in the
crowded bivouacs and snowy passes of that deadly Gilgit district?”15

The labour impressed for Begar was much exploited by the officials to
fill their purses. Both A.Wingate and W.R. Lawrence have given us a clear
picture of the corrupt and cruel manipulation of Corvee (Begar) by the
officials. To quote Wingate:
“A requisition is made, say, for 500 coolies. The Tehsildar doubles the
number, His emissaries quadruple it, and so a village that ought to
supply, perhaps, five coolies, is asked for twenty. Fifteen men have to
buy themselves off. It is notorious that this year large sums have been
illegitimately collected in this way.”16

Lawrence also echoes this sad fact in the same vein:
“I have often been present when a requisition for carriage arrives in a
village, and the following account of the system is a simple statement
of what used to be an everyday occurrence. Someone in Srinagar wants
ten coolies or porters to carry his baggage for a stage, or for one or

15
16

Ibid., p. 140.
A. Wingate, Report, p. 105.
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more stages. The official to whom the requisition is made passes on the
order of the district officer, and in order to make sure that there will be
no deficiency in the number of the coolies writes that twenty men are
wanted. The district officer writes to the Tehsildar and, acting on the
same prudent calculation, orders forty coolies. The Tehsildar then
seizes eighty coolies from the villages. Nearly all these eighty men are
engaged, perhaps, in weeding or watering their rice, and as they do not
know how long they may be kept waiting in Srinagar, and as they
dread that in their absence their fields will run dry or will be choked
with weeds, they are not allured by the idea of a wage of four annas a
day which they may or may not receive. Bargaining begins, and if the
official in charge of the business is a smart man he will take seventy
four annas from the seventy villagers whom he exempts, and will send
in ten men to Srinagar. If he is very smart man he will take eighty four
annas from the eighty villagers, and will still send ten men to
Srinagar.”17

The instance as Lawrence have given above refers to the modest demand
for carriage made by an European visitor, and in such instances the wage of
four annas per stage was invariably paid, but when the requisition for coolies
was on account of State work no wages would be paid.18 It may be added that if
men would pay four annas in order to avoid carrying a load for one easy stage,
they would very gladly pay much larger sums to escape a journey to Gilgit.19
No wonder, therefore, we find the villagers either paying a very huge sum of
rupees 70 to 90 per head or disposing of their “shadowy rights in land” to some
influential persons for purchasing their exemption from Begar.20

17
18
19
20

Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 412-13.
Ibid., p. 413.
Ibid.
INA., For. Deptt., Sec., E., Nos. 196-211, Progs. Dec. 1890; INA, For. Deptt., Sec., E., Nos. 295300, Progs. Feb., 1891; See also, Administrative Report, 1889-90, p.41; Lawrence, op.cit., p. 413;
Biscoe, Tyndale, Kashmir in Sunlight and Shade, London, 1922, p. 236; Saraf, op.cit., Vol. I, p.
278.
“. . . And the ugliest side of the Begar system is the manner in which the state authorities exploit it
to meet their personal gains . . . They even go to the extent of securing purchases of villages at
nominal small sums on promise of exemption from the Begar, which have reduced the peasants to a
status of serfdom and slavery.” INA, For. Deptt., Sec. E., Progs., June, 1889.
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Plate No. 6: The above plate depicts the peasants carring the European vistor
under Begar, Cf. British Library.
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No arrangements were made to distribute the Begar according to
population, or to take it by turns from villages, and as a rule the unfortunate
people who lived near the city or the town, or who lived near the Tehsil
headquarters or along the line of communications, were harassed daily, while
more remote villages, whose inhabitants could flee to the mountains when the
news came that coolies were wanted, had a comparatively easy time. 21
Condign punishments were meted out to such of the peasants who
refused to carry loads.22Even children were not spared.23And the most
shameless part of Begar was that when those of the peasant-labourers who had
survived, reached Gilgit “they were sold as slaves to the wild inhabitants of that
inhospitable region.”24 Even they could be exchanged for some animals.25 To
quote Tyndale Biscoe:
“At Bandipora they (peasants) were collected and loaded up. The only
ration allowed them was a seer of rice per day; this they had to carry,
plus their load of food for the garrison. No provision was made for
them as they crossed the snow passes, so that many died on the road,
and often it happened that when they did reach Gilgit, they were sold
as the slaves to the wild inhabitants of that inhospitable region. The
grandfather of one of my servants, who was sent there, was exchanged
for a Chinese dog, but later on he escaped.”26

The dreaded memory of Begar is narrated by my informant Mohmmad
Abdullah Bhat as:
“I remember that during the period every villager would sleep along
with grass-footwear and Satu (a type of flour used with tea instead of

21
22
23
24
25
26

Lawrence, op.cit., p. 413.
Saif-ud-Din, Mirza, op.cit., Vol. IV, F. 62b.
Ibid., f. 51a.
Biscoe, Tyndale, op.cit., p. 236.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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bread) under his pillow as it was understood any time during he could
be called for Begar”27

It is generally believed that the city people were exempted from this
vicious practice, but it should be borne in mind that occasionally Begar was
also conducted in the city of Srinagar, though its burden always fell on the poor
villagers.28On one occasion, about three to four hundred Muslims in the Jama
Masjid (Srinagar) while performing Friday prayers were seized by Gulab
Sing’s officials and forced to carry ammunitions.29 Even the children were
collected but some of them were subsequently released.30Many persons
escaped in large numbers to Peshawar, Rajouri and Hill regions.31 In the earlier
part of Gulab Sing’s reign it was a common practice to forcibly employ men
and women of the city for collecting the saffron.32 No remuneration was given
to them,33 and instead they were beaten.34 This evil custom came to an end
owing to the efforts of Pandit Raj Kak Dhar35. Sometimes artisans36 and
traders37 of the city were also seized for Begar. In the reign of Pratap Singh the
carpenters of Srinagar were forced by the police to work for government in a
“distant region”.38 On another occasion, the bricklayer fearing that the
oppressive police intended making raids upon them fled the capital city of
Kashmir for the hills in order to escape from Begar. It was not until their return
to Srinagar that public and private work coming to a standstill.39
It is also important to remember that certain exemptions were made in
the levy of Begar like Pandits, Sikhs, official classes, privileged landlords,
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Interview with Mohmmad Abdullah Bhat, age 85 years, from Kangan, Ganderbal on 18-03-2012.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 63;Ahmad, Parvez, op.cit., p.313.
Ahmad, Parvez, op.cit., p.313; Saif-ud-Din, Mirza, op. cit., IV, F. 62a.
Saif-ud-Din, Mirza, op. cit., IV, fn. 51.
Ibid., p. 77.
Ibid, pp. 60, 81.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid., pp. 87-88.
Throp, Robert, Cashmere Misgovernment, Kashmir Papers, Srinagar, 1973, p. 74.
Ibid.
Knight, op.cit., pp. 69-70; Saraf, op.cit., Vol. I, p. 276.
Ibid.
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Jagirdars, cultivators working on the land grants of the privileged classes,
Pirzadas and Sayyids.40 The reason why the Pandits earned exemption from
Begar is quite obvious. They were generally associated with the government
because of their learning.41 Having acquired proficiency in Persian they held
important posts in administration even under the tyrannical rule of the
Afghans,42not to speak of their monopolizing the government offices during the
subsequently regimes. But even more important is the fact that they were at
home in arithmetical calculations. An attempt made by the Sikh Governor to
replace the Pandit accountants by men from the Punjab proved to be abortive as
the new clerks could not discharge their duties satisfactorily.43 It is then evident
that local administration was always in the hands of the Kashmiri Pandits.44
There is no doubt that they formed the main prop of all government in
Kashmir, hence their exemption from Begar was obvious.45
A large number of Sikhs, who were under the watch of Dogra rulers, for
the Dogras were afraid that they might regain their strength and create troubles

40

41
42

43
44

45

Saif-ud-Din, Mirza, op.cit., Vol. III, F. 27; INA, R. Logan, Report on Financial Condition of
Kashmir, p. 29; Knight, op.cit., p.70; Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 412-13.
The total population of Kashmir as per the census of 1891 was 8,14, 241. Out of which, the Hindus
were 52, 576, the Sikhs 4,092, the Christians 132, the Parsis 08 and the rest 7,57,433 were the
Muslims. Thus the Muslims who constituted 93% of the total population were exclusively taken
for Begar. Census of India, 1891, pp. 14-15; Imperial Gazetteer of India, Vol. XV, pp. 120-121;
Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 225 and 284.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 65.
Writing about the position of pandits during the Pathan rule in Kashmir, Dr. R.K. Parimoo
observes: “For the first time we come across names of Kashmir Pandits who shot into prominence
as administrators, revenue collectors and diplomats”. He further notes: “The best example was
Pandit Nand Ram Tiku who rose from a humble station to be diwan of Kabul. Other example are
pundits Mahanad Dhar, Kailash Dhar, Dila Ram Quli, Sahaz Ram Sapru, Diwan Munshi Bhawani
Das, Vasa Kak Dhar, Diwan Hara Das, Balabadhar Dhar (Bhir Dhar), Raj Kak Dhar, etc. who
acted as Tehsildars, Sahibkars (Chief Secretaries), Peshkaras (Magistrates and Collectors) and
Diwans (Collectors General) of the Afghan governors.” op.cit., p. 352 and fn; Pandit Birbal Dhar
who was instrumental in bringing about the downfall of the Pathan rule in Kashmir held a high
position under the Afghans.
Schonberg, Baron, op. cit., pp. 101-105.
They were always placed in posts of trust by their successive conquerors because of their “superior
education”. Terrens, Travel in Ladakh, Tartary and Kashmir, London, 1863, p. 302.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 65.
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for them, were kept away on Begar.46 The privileged landlords and Jagirdars
included both Hindus and a few Muslims.47
About the Pirzadas48 and Sayyids49, they seem to have been in
comfortable circumstances because of their connections with shrines. Most of
them had taken to the trade of giving amulets to the ignorant believers. The
Pirs had their disciples even in the Punjab.50 It is worth noting that the
priesthood constituted by the Pirs in Kashmir became the most exploiting
agency. Because of the hold exercised by the Pirs over their followers, neither
the Sikh nor the Dogra rulers deemed it sane to interfere with the practice of
the Pirs. Nor did they encourage such reforms who wanted to free the masses
from the clutches of the Pir.51
The fact remains that both officials and priestly classes combined
together to keep the masses under the spell of ignorance and darkness. This is
amply borne out by the fact that gifts (nazranas) were always received by the
Pirs from their rulers when the latter trampled the Pirs credulous followers
under their feet. Never did the Pirs raise cry against the extortions demanded
from their followers by the officials. This does not mean that the spiritual heads
of the Muslim community lacked the quality of leadership. But the mere fact
that they were the beneficiaries of the Government prevented them from
exhorting their followers to rise against the autocratic rule. It will be no
digression to observe here that the Sayyids of Kashmir were no less privileged
persons than the absentee landlords. Interesting to note is the fact that as late as

46
47
48

49

50
51

Rekhi, Tara Singh, Socio-Economic Justice in Jammu and Kashmir, Delhi, 1993, p. 7.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p. 65.
According to Lawrence, the Pirzadas were considered to be descendants of Sayyids, Saints and
Makhdum Sahib, op.cit., p. 291.
Lawrence writes: “The general opinion seems to be that Sayyids stands first in the hierarchy of
Kashmir . . .” Even the Muslims living in various parts of India held the Sayyids of Kashmir in
high esteem. Lawrence further notes: “I have been impressed with the fact, and have received
many letters from influential Musalmanas in India, asking me to assist Sayyids of little position
and less power in their own country.” op. cit., p. 291 and foot note.
Ibid.
Khan, Mohammed Ishaq, op.cit., p. 65.
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third quarter of the nineteenth century, the land held by the Pirzadas was
cultivated for them by their followers.52

52

Khan, Mohammed Ishaq, op.cit., pp. 65-66; See also Lawrence, op.cit., p. 291.
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The Varieties of Forced Labour

B

egar in Kashmir was not a uniform institution. There were different kinds
of forced exactions (in terms of labour or property) termed as Begar.

Kalhana refers to thirteen varieties of Begar1, but in the absence of all historical
data it is impossible to specify them. But during the Dogra period, initially
Begar was of two kinds: (i) impressed and under-paid labour, and (ii) forced
and unpaid labour.2 This categorization of Begar is also hinted at by the
following words:
“Begar means to the Kashmiris for more than the mere impressments
of labour, for under its comprehensive name every kind of demand for
labour or property taken but not paid for by the officials was
included.”3

Of the first kind of Begar, the most pronounced one was that labour
which was demanded from the peasants for carrying loads. The physical
geography of Kashmir and the absence of modern means of communication
demanded a sizeable labour class for transportation purpose, but during the
Dogra period this demand assumed enormous proportions4 owing to two

1
2

3
4

Kalhana, Rajatarangini, Vol. I, Book V, Verse 174, p. 209.
However, the Resident has categorized the Begar into two kinds, viz., (I) forced labour and (ii)
forced supplies. (JKA, From Resident to Chief Minister, Pol. and Gen., Deptt., File No. 213/p 106 of1913).
Lawrence, op.cit., p. 411.
Saif-ud-Din, Mizra, Akhbarat (MS), 1851, Vol. IV, f. 51ab.
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factors. First, because of the threat of Russian expansion,5 a big military
garrison was stationed at Gilgit6, which necessitated the carrying of goods to
and from Gilgit.7 Therefore, there emerged a fresh urgency of making a
sufficient number of labours carried available that would ensure the
transportation of supplies and luggage to and from Gilgit.
Secondly, we find that during the period under study, there was a great
influx of European visitors and officials into Kashmir.8 In the absence of any
modern means of communication, it generated a further increase in the demand
for load carriers. Since for economic and political reasons the state could not
avoid the responsibility of providing all the facilities to the visitors and
officials, the raising of labour power of load carriers became an important
feature of the Dogra administration.9
Of these two kinds of Begar, the Gilgit Begar was the worst. To quote
Lawrence:
“Gilgit to the Kashmiris is a constant terror, and when it was rumored
that transport was wanted to carry the baggage of the troops going to or
coming from Giligit, there was a general stampede among the
villagers. I have seen whole villages bivouacking on the mountains
5

6

7

8

9

The English had conquered almost the whole of India by the dawn of Dogra period, and the
boundaries of British India had touched the Russian border. Since Russia was expanding her
territories in Central Asia, it, therefore, posed a threat to the British which became alarmed on such
expansion. So the British government in India tried its best to checkmate the Russian expansion
and to guard her northern borders, it established the Gilgit Agency in 1877 A.D. in Leh. Chohen,
A.S., Establishment of Gilgit Agency, Delhi, 1963, pp. 20-50.
INA; Taylor, R.G., Punjab political Diaries, Vol. VI, pp. 81-82; Saif-ud-Din, op.cit., Vol. II, f. 36
and Vol. III, f. 34; See also Wingate Report, pp. 104-5; Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 411-15; INA, For.,
Deptt., Sec., E, Nos. 152-58, Progs. Dec. 1890. The military strength of the Dogras stationed at
Gilgit in 1863 was about 5,000 to 6,000 men, and the Begaris had to carry the provisions and other
necessaries for this garrison from Srinagar to Gilgit, Chohan, A.S., op.cit., p. 14.
Neve, A., Thirty Years in Kashmir, London, 1913, p. 140; Norris, D., Kashmir: The Switzerland of
India, Gulshan Publishers, Srinagar, 1989, p. 94; Knight, E.F., op.cit, p. 69., Wingate, op.cit., pp.
104-5; Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 412-15.
Since Kashmir was under the supremacy of the British Government of India, the European visitors
and officials started coming to Kashmir in large numbers after the establishment of Dogra rule in
Kashmir. Saif-ud-Din, op.cit., Vol. IV. f. 21.
Ibid., See also Gazetter of Kashmir and Ladakh, pp. 113-14; Since the Dogra Maharajas awed their
rulership to British Government of India, it has became a liability for them to provide all facilities
to the officers and other men of their overlords in order to appease them. Initially it was with this
motive to provide facilities to the British officers and visitors in Kashmir, because an officer on
Special Duty was appointed in Kashmir.
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when the agents for the collection of transport arrived in their Tehsil,
and I have seen inhuman punishment dealt out to men who demurred
to leaving their homes for two or three months with the prospect of
death from cold or starvation. I have seen villagers maimed from frostbite or shriveled and paralyzed from exposure to cold, and it is no
marvel that the Kashmiris should loathe the very name of Gilgit”.10

The reluctance on the part of the peasants to be employed for Gilgit
Begar was not only because a peasant had to leave his home for two or three
months11 but more so because there was hardly any hope for his safe return, as
they generally perished because of hunger and thirst and also because of
pestilence and unclemency of weather12.
The other side of Begar was also a great trouble to the villagers.13 They
were forced to carry government goods and other official equipments, serve the
officials, constructing canals and roads, perform the guard duty or any other
work required by the officials, facilitating the journey and hunting of the rulers
and officials,14 without any regard to the fact how much busy they may be.15
Even those attending on their patients or carrying an urgent personal works
were not spared. Not only this, even if he was busy in the preparations for any

10
11

12
13

14

15

Lawrence, op.cit., p. 413.
The Journey to Gilgit took at least two or three months for a peasant to carry the loads. INA,
(Calcutta Records), For Deptt. Sec. E. Nos. 239-40. Progs. June 29, 1889; Lawrence, op.cit., p.
413.
Biscoe, Tyndale, Kashmir and Its Inhabitants, Shubhi Publications, Delhi, 1998, p. 236.
Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 412-13; Knight, op.cit., pp. 68-70; Kosambi, D.D., “Genesis of Feudalism in
Kashmir,” Journal of Bombay Branch of Royal Asiatic Society, 150 Anniversary Volume,
Bombay, 1965, pp. 115-20
Hunting was one of the most favourite spots of the Maharajas and the bureaucracy. Whenever the
Maharaja or any bureaucrat or Government guest would wish to go for hunting in any forest of
Kashmir, the peasants of those localities, where the hunting spots were located, were informed in
advance about the preparation of “grass shoes” called pulhur and leggings, called putouhur – a
woolen muffler to keep legs warm. It is pertinent to point out here that the hunting of animals was
carried out particularly during the winter. The main purpose for which the peasants were employed
was to raise hue and cry in the jungle to drive the hunting animals to an appropriate direction. This
practice was known as hakh. For this labour the peasants were not paid any kind of remuneration.
Ganie, Muhammad Yusuf, Kashmr’s Struggle for Independence (1931-1939),Mohsin Publications,
Srinagar, 2003, fn. p. 52; Ahmad, Parvez, op.cit., p.131.
Saif-ud-Din, op.cit., Vol. III, f. 73; Kosambi, op.cit., pp. 115-20.
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festival,16 or attending any marriage ceremony or even busy with his marriage,
the state officials force him for any work they like. Dilating on such
occurrences, the Daily Guru Ghantal writes in its issue of January 3, 1927 as
under:
“…………. the Nawab Sahib of Kotli had the intention to visit all the
mountains of Kashmir valley, the state government had collected a
huge number of coolies for his carriage. One day, he was about to ride
a horse to go on a visit, that he saw some poor collies camping nearby.
He went to talk to them. During the conversation, he came to know that
they are the members of a Baraat (bride-groom’s party) who were on
their way back to their village with the bride. But they were caught
hold off by the state officials for the purpose of Begar and that too for
him (Nawab Sahib). After knowing all this, he regretted and let them
free after approaching the officers.”17

Apart from the above mentioned types of Begar there existed some other
types as well. The Begar proved detrimental in other way as well. Sometimes
the sons of the deceased revenue defaulters were subjected to Begar for
repayment of state dues by the officials18 which proves the fact that it got the
hereditary nature during the Dogra period. Not only this, the peasantry was
pressed for road construction, carriage for officials both officials and private as
Begaris19 and also to cut wood from the forests for the royal use.20 Pt. Khunya

16

18
19

20

Malik, Fazal Hussain, Kashmir Aur Dogra Raj (1848-1931), Gulshan Publishers, Srinagar, 1980,
pp. 137-38. The Daily Siyasat writes:
“………………… it were the days of the holly Idd-uz-Zuha. The Muslims were preparing to
celebrate this festival with great enthusiasm according to the Sunnat-i-Rasool (S.A.W.). Around
the same time, the Maharaja (Pratap Singh) began preparations for a Hindu festival Kheer
Bhawanai’s pilgrimage. Hundreds of Begaris and Hanjis were caught. As the departure was about
to take place, the Raja Sahib (the prince Hari Singh) received some eye injury. His Highness the
Maharaja Pratap Singh postponed the Kheer Bhawani Yatra and within no time reached Gulmarg
in his motor car. In consequences, the Begaris and Hanjis were let off in such a way as the wild
beasts were set free from their cages.” The Siyasat, dated August 9, 1924, p. 2.
17
Guru Ghantal, dated January 3, 1927, p. 3.
Administrative Report, 1889-90, p. 21.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No. 213/p-106 of 1913. When Col. Nisbat was appointed as the
Resident in Kashmir, his baggage, furniture and other goods were carried by the poor peasants as
Begaris. The Statesman, dated April 1, 1890.
INA, Pt. Khunya Lal, Lahore Political Diaries, Vol. VI, p. 260.
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Lal, who was in Kashmir during the reign of Maharaja Gulab Singh, records in
his diary:
“In the morning at Wuttoo, I saw a crowd of about 20 people at my
doors. I asked them who they were and what they wanted. They said
they were plaintiffs and came to Sahib to complain of their grievances.
On being asked what they had to say. They added they were Domes
and of other castes, but His Highness the Maharaja had given them
axes and ordered to cut trees in the Jungle, whereby they were ruined.
They showed me their hands, which were full of corns. I asked them
whether they get any wages. They said that they get nothing but a Seer
of rice per day per man; and the reasons of their complaining was that
they used to plough lands and thereby to support their families, but
being employed in cutting trees they are obliged to neglect their lands,
and so their families die of starvation. On hearing this, I asked them
what the Maharaja was doing with that wood. They said that he sends
for it at Cashmere by Begaris and there has it so sold by his people.
After all this I told them that this Sahib can do nothing for them, and
they returned disappointed, saying whether Sahiblog had appointed
the Maharaja to kill the people……”21

Further, Mr. Melvill, extra Assistant to the Resident at Lahore, was on
deputation in Kashmir in 1847 A.D. He was told by some women of village in
Chrar that their men were dragged as collies by the Government.22 They
complained that the Government “used formerly to send its own wood-cutters,
and that the Zamindars were obliged to carry it from village to village towards
its destination; but an order had recently been issued that the Zamindars should
both cut and carry the wood”.23 The result of this was that the cultivation of the
land came to a standstill.24
Reference may be made to the other aspect of Begar. It consisted “of
requisitions for village produce” a form of purveyance on behalf of officials.
21
22
23
24

INA, Pt. Khunya Lal, Lahore Political Diaries, Vol. VI, p. 260.
Diary of P. Sandya Meivill (Lahore Political Diaries), Vol. VI. p. 204
Ibid.
Ibid.
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Under this system “officials would obtain wood, grass, milk, poultry and grain,
blankets and an occasional pony, cows and sheep free of cost, and higher
officials would build houses in the city or cultivate waste land through the
unpaid labour of the villagers”.25Lawrence says that when he started his
settlement operations in Kashmir he found numerous instances of this kind of
Corvee.26 How a Tehsildar or Naib while visiting a village not only extorts
things from the peasants but also forced them to serve him at his residence as
slaves:
“One day, the Naib Tehsildar had to visit the village, the whole
populace, men, women and children would wait on both sides of the
road leading to the village. On a high ground, under the chinar, the
shady tree, sitting arrangements would be made in advance, by
spreading woolen blankets, gabbas and namdas. The Naib would come
on a horse, accompanied by a Muslim Sais and the Pandit patwari and
Kardar. He was received by the Nambardar of the village after the
guard of honour presented by the village populace, in the shape of
wanwun or the ladies choral singing. He would then sit on the highest
pedestal, relaxing against the pillows and diwans as a Mughal dandy.
One by one, the applicants would bow before him and pray for
mutation of land or any other matter. The peasants would keep presents
like birds, rice, ghee, lamb, hidden under their garments and by sign
show it to the Naib, who would dispose of the cases one by one. In the
evening, when he had to depart for his city home, some villagers would
be selected by the Nambardar to carry the presents to the Naib’s home.
When he reaches his home, not only his legs would be measured, but
his horse also. Besides, it was a common practice that a young Muslim
peasant lady would serve as a milkmaid for the babies of the Pandit
Naib, so that sucking of milk from breasts of Naib’s wife would not
25
26

Lawrence, op.cit., p. 414.
Ibid. In one Tehsil, Lawrence found that three villages had been sold to a recent Hakim-i-Ala for
very trivial amounts, giving an average of about Rs. 40 per village. On making inquiries Lawrence
found that the villagers were only too glad to part with their then shadowy rights in the land, as the
purchaser had given them a written order exempting them from all kinds of Begar, and the
flourishing condition of the villages and the sleek appearance of the cultivators showed that they
had made a good thought illegal bargain. Many other villages were similarly sold, all for nominal
sums, the real consideration being that the villages were to be freed from Begar.
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affect her beauty. The baby of the milk maid would cry for mother’s
milk in the stable. Her husband would serve as a servant entrusted with
washing of kitchen utensils. But neither the maid nor the husband
could enter the kitchen for fear of polluting.”27

My respondent Abdul Gaffar Bhat from Kangan remembers:
“During Dogra rule we were subjected to different kinds of Begar.
Sometimes we were asked for drudging of canals, sometimes carrying
loads of wood from forests, and to provide the grass to the horses of
officials who visited the village. The most fearful was the Gilgit Begar.
I remember once we the seven persons of this village were taken for
Begar to Drabhome forest for carrying logs of wood on our horses, we
stayed there for two months, one night we fled and managed to escape.
On reaching to our home, our parents were disappointed to see us.
When asked for the reason of disappointment, they replied why did
return back? Tehsildars is looking for the people for Kargil Begar.
Here we were again taken for Kargil Begar. It was much severed and
there were least chances of safe return.”28

Such was the oppressive system of Begar which crushed the peasantry
to a great extent. In any case the Begar had made the condition of the peasantry
most miserable. His position was virtually reduced to a slave who was
sometimes sold like a chattel and put to any kind of infliction. In conclusion the
words of B.E.V. Schonberg regarding his condition are worth quoting:
“I have been in many lands, but nowhere did the condition of the
human beings present a more saddening spectates than in Kashmir. It
vividly recalled the history of Israelites under the Egyptian rule when
they were flogged at their daily labour by their pitiless masters. And
here the same picture presents itself man raises his hand against his
fellow men and for no other object than to excite physical pain”.29

27

28
29

INA. Reported on Kashmir, pp. 41-42; INA, For. Deptt. and, Pol. Sec. E. Nos. 1253-65, Progs.
1927. See also the Inqilab, dated July 19, 1930.
Abdul Gaffer Bhat, Age 96 years old, resident of Kangan, Ganderbal, on 08-03-2012.
Schonberg, B.E.V., Travels in India and Kashmir, Vol. II. p. 73.
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Plate No. 7: The above plate depicts the photograph of Abdul Gaffer Bhat, he
was himself victim to the institution of Begar.
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T

he most oppressive institution that Kashmir witnessed through the ages
was the institution of Begar. It was because of this that the people not

only sold their “shadowy rights” in land but also migrated to plains so as to
save themselves from this dreaded work. The evils of Begar began to be
mitigated only after the British intervention in Kashmir.1 The construction of
the Gilgit Road2 and the opening of the JhelumValley Road in 1890 helped in
no small measure in alleviating the sufferings of the villagers.3 When Maharaja
Pratap Singh was deposed in 18894, and a council consisting of five members
was constituted, comprising of the two bothers of Pratap Singh – Raja Amar
Singh and Raja Ram Singh and two officers from British India – Raja Suraj
Koul and Mr. Bhag Ram and the Resident in Kashmir was the final “referee”
with powers to reject any decision taken by the council, or to sanction any
appointment or approve of any item of expenditure.5

1

2
3
4
5

The supersession of Maharaja Pratap Singh in 1889 caused a good deal of discussion in the British
House of Commons. It was argued by Sir John Gorst, the Under Secretary of State for India, that
Pratap Singh was superseded not only on the basis of grave personal charges against him but also
on the continued mal-administration in the state. “He amused the House by taunting Bradlaugh, a
Radical, for taking up the cause of an oriental prince under whose despotic rule, he alleged, the
scourge of forced labour had been imposed upon the people with utmost severity.” Gosh, op.cit., p.
112.
Knight, op.cit., p. 67.
Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, op.cit., p.66.
Ibid.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt. File No: I of 1889; Jalali, J.I.K., Economics of Food grains in Kashmir,
Lahore, 1931, pp. 28-29.
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The Council, for the first two years, did nothing to mitigate the cruel
impact of Begar but the first step taken in this regard was initiated in 18916,
when the task to deal with Begar was entrusted to R.L. Logan7, who after
carefully analyzing the Begar system, submitted a report to the Maharaja. His
proposals included that all cultivators whether cultivating the state land or of
Dharmarth Trust, be held liable to Begar and that the inhabitants of Srinagar
also take fair share of Begar.8 However, he exempted the Brahmans from
Begar. He also proposed for preparation of a register for each village showing
the number of men available for Begar, their names and the number of carriage
animals in each village and their owners and the Settlement Department might
state as to how many men and ponies were to be supplied in each quarter of the
year without causing inconvenience to the agricultural operations.9 In other
words, Logan suggested the fair distribution of Begar among all the inhabitants
of Kashmir and also advocated for its continuance with some modifications.10
In 1891, a department known as Civil Transport Department was
established to regulate the Begar system and its chief objective was to abolish
the Begar system in Kashmir.11 Rules were framed by the State Council to
control the labour for carrying articles of daily use in the State by labourers. It
was resolved in 1891 that an additional cess at one anna in Jammu and half an
anna in Kashmir for every rupee of land revenue paid by cultivators be
imposed to meet the cost of Transport Department.12 In the meanwhile the
officials also were forbid to purchase villages on small sums on the promise of
exempting them from Begar.13 The resolution also provided for the permanent
employment of a force of 1,000 labourers and 200 pack ponies. The wages
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

Ibid., Also see, JKA, Grain Control in Kashmir, pp. 1-17.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., file No: 38 of 1891.
For full details, see, INA, R. Logan, Report on the Financial Condition of Kashmir.
Ibid., See also, Wilson, Andrew, The Abode of Snow, Edindurgh and William Blackwood, London,
1876, pp. 287-88; Knight, E.F., Diary of a Pedestrian in Cashmere and Tibet, City Book Centre,
Srinagar, 2009, pp. 75-77.
Ibid.
JKA, Pol. and Gen., Deptt., File N: 38 of 1891.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 34 of 1891.
Administrative Report, 1889-90, pp. 52-53 and 61.
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ofthe labourer was fixed at Rs. 5 per month.14 It was provided that no coolie
will be engaged for Begar unless:15
I. He had attained the age of 18 years.
II. He was physically strong and fit for Begar.
III. He enters the service willingly
IV. He produces a good conduct certificate from the Tehsildar.
W.R. Lawrence was then sought opinion on the issue of Begar and the
Civil Transport Department. He approved of its permanent establishment but
opposed for the complete abolition of Begar on the plea that time had “not yet
come” in Kashmir to abolish Begar.16 Specifying the forms of Begar, he
reported that there remained only three types of Begar in Kashmir as under:17
I.
II.
III.

Transportation of the camps of the Maharaja and the Royal family.
Transportation for European visitors and others.
Labour required for improvement of irrigation and communication.
However, Lawrence did not deny the possibility of abolition of Begar

entirely but thought that Kashmir had not yet reached that stage when it would
be abolished and ratified by imposing of a heavy cess on the cultivators.18 The
Resident also favoured the opinion of Lawrence and argued that the, “Abolition
of Begar was a question of time”, and, therefore, “the maintenance of the timehonoured Begar custom was inevitable until some effective measures were
taken to replace it”, and considered that the, “establishment of the State
Transport Department can’t effectively work in place of Begar”.19 In the
meanwhile, system of farming out Begar to Hanjis was formed out and after
14

15
16
17
18
19

JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 34 of 1891. Under special cases, a collie’s pay could be
enhanced to Rs. 6 per month.
Ibid.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 12 of 1892.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 34 of 1891.
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completion of their contracts; they were given exemption certificates from
Begar by the state.20
In 1894, the Maharaja granted full proprietary rights over waste lands, in
favour of Dogra Rajputs, on moderate terms including absolute exemption
from Begar.21 In 1898, new rules were framed to improve the Begar system.
The Revenue Member in concurrence with the Resident’s approval exempted
the Markabans employed on the Gilgit transport service for one month against
a single trip and for 1½ month for double trip to Gilgit and back and the
certificate (parwans) of exemption were issued by the Hakim-i-Ala.22
In 1900, Begar was abolished in principle but taken in the event of
emergency, as echoed by Revenue Member in these words,
“I have the honour to report for the information of the Resident in
Kashmir that Kar-i-Begar system has long been abolished from the
state, but forced paid labour in cases of emergency is taken from all
zamindars more or less.”23 Raja Amar Singh (Vice-President of the
State Council) noted that “the Kashmiri coolies are habitually very
timid and would not be willing to go out of their country unless
forced”.24

It should be noted that in spite of some measures taken with regard to
abolition of Begar, the evils of it were still in existence. The Revenue officials
played an important role in keeping the Begar system operative for their selfish
ends and thus all the measures and steps of the state were all in vain.
In 1906, a conference was convened by the Revenue Member to discuss
the Begar problem25 and varied views were expressed in this regard. The rate
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JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 11 of 1893.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 67 of 1894.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 62 of 1893.
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of wages was increased from Rs. 5 to Rs. 8 for the labourers.26 Consequent
upon which, in 1910, the Governor of Jammu brought the evils of the Begar to
the notice of the State Council in which he informed that the Begaris were
either not paid at all or paid in part only,27 and were paid only for the days
when they were actually under load and nothing was paid for the days they
took in coming from home and waiting in Tehsil headquarters and were also
not paid during halts.28 These evils caused demoralization in the labouring class
which was always afraid of being not paid their dues, resulting in the lack of
interest in the work.29 In fact, the picture presented by the Governor attracted
the serious attention of all the members of the State Council and decisions were
taken to bring moderation in the system of forced paid labour and the fixation
of rates per stage and mode of payment was made clear, including those who
were taken as Begaris on the Srinagar – Banihal Road and Anantnag – Verinag
Road for official move.30
This does not, however, mean that the Begaris (coolies) were paid in full
before their sweat dried, instead they had to wait for the meagre payment of
only one or two annas for one or two years, resulting in that the money hardly
reached their pockets at all.31 In 1913, therefore, the Revenue Member
suggested strongly to entrust the work of payment to the concerned Tehsilders
and Lambardars especially with regard to road construction.32 But the corrupt
officials like Lambardars tried to pocket a fair share or whole of the payment
paid by the state.33 In the mean while, in 1913, the Resident of Kashmir while
stressing on the necessity of forced labour,34 suggested that the Naib-Tehsildars
at Bandipora, Gurez and Astor and the Tehsildar at Gilgit be provided with
26
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JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 77/P-100 of 1906.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt. File No: 263/B- 85 of 1910.
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Ibid.
Ibid.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 213/P-106 of 1913.
Ibid.
JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 203 of 1913.
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funds of Rs. 100 cash for the cash payment to the Begaris,35 which was
accepted by the Maharaja, thus doing away with the hold of Lambardars in this
regard.36
In 1914, another step was taken with regard to Begar that for the
maintenance of permanent gangs of coolies on village road repair works was
made and a fund of Rs. 1,000 was reserved with Wazir-i-Wazarat and Rs.
3,000 with the Governor for the purpose.37
In 1916, the Governor made some recommendations, put forward by the
Revenue Member to the Maharaja for sanction in order to enable the local
revenue officers to manage the Begar affairs without giving rise to complaints.
The Governor, in consultation with Settlement Commissioner, recommended
for exemption from Begar, certain classes of people such as Pandiths, Pirzadas,
Syeds, Sikhs, domestic servants of high officials, privileged classes, Jagirdars,
Lambardars, Zaildars, Patwaris, village menials and Chowkidars, persons
attached to religious institutions like Imams, Pujaris, Bhais and shrine
Khadims, aged or infirm males, females, minors and others physically unfit
persons rendering special service to Maharaja’s household, Kashtkars and
Chakdars.38
In 1917, another step with regard to Begar was taken when rules were
framed for registration of coolies for their seasonal employment of visitors and
officials for manual work under new name of “Kashmiri Servants”39 and were
registered under two heads, viz., permanent coolies, and daily or monthly
labours that were issued badges by Government.40 All this should not mislead
us that the Begar came to an end through these measures and the peasantry
relieved of this. We have clear evidences that Begar was extorted even after
35
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JKA, Pol. and Gen. Deptt., File No: 213/P-106 of 1913.
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these “so called” relief measures. For instance, the zamindars of Pahalgam
illaqa were forced to take supplies to the Amarnath Cave even as late as
1918.41
In 1920, an article of Fazal Dad was published in the Bande Mataram,
Lahore on 15th July, 1920 regarding the impressed labour taken in Kashmir42
which raised a hue and cry in the outside state circles. The state therefore, took
an important step in 1920 to abolish Begar and decided to grand exemption to a
greater number of people. Persons in the state government services, retired
servants on pensions, holders of war-medals, members of the families of
Lamberdars, Chowkidars, Takavidars, Scout Corps, non-commissioned
officers of army, shopkeepers, black smiths, religious leaders, waisutis (men to
look after the Khuls), carpenters, Dooms, Kamnis, Rajas, members of
respectable families, servants of Europeans and Indian gazetted officers, aged
men, women, children and disabled persons, all were exempted from
Begar.43Now the impressments of labour were restricted only to the Zamindars
during the emergency.44 In the same year, All India Kashmir Muslim
Conference passed a resolution that
“. . . . . this Conference views with deep regret with the system of
Begar yet in vogue in the state . . . . . and it is appealed to the Darbar to
put an immediate end to this relic of barbarism”.45 To remove this
“misunderstanding” of the All India Kashmir Muslim Conference, the
Revenue Member tried to explain the nature and meaning of Begar
prevalent in Kashmir by stating that, “the term Begar under the
existing rules means only the liability of supply of labour on full wages
to meet the requirements of the administration. Apparently, therefore,
the term Begar as understood and acted upon by the state authorities is
mis-interpreted by the general public and taken to be a sort of hardship
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on these from whom Begar is taken”.46 Thus, the State Council passed
a resolution (No.: XV, August 22,1922) for its stoppage47 in 1923 but
even in 1925-1926 it was present in the frontier province.48

In 1925-26, the word Kar-i-Begar was replaced by the word Kar-iSarkar and the forced labour extorted by the visitors and private persons was
prohibited.49 Under the Kar-i-Sarkar, the villagers were required to render
services to the State whenever demanded. No wonder the officials of the State
exploited the institution for their private purposes.50They used to “employ
villagers to carry their luggage free of charge for services without any
remuneration”.51 Even the menial staffs in the government offices were
exploited by their superiors in the name of Kar-i-Sarkar.52 The severity of the
labour requisitioned for the State purposes was no less than that of the forced
labour, and the condition of the peasantry under the Kar-i-Sarkar grew from
bad to worse than it was under the Begar.53
In 1926, the Revenue Member wrote that, “the system of Begar was
ever, it is in force must no doubt be troublesome to the public and should be
discouraged as much as possible. . .”54 It clearly indicates that the system of
Begar was still in vogue in Kashmir. In the same year, new rules were formed
to regulate the Kar-i-Sarkar in Kashmir,55 which in no way, differed from those
formed in 1916. In the meanwhile, in 1926, the League of Nations convinced a
conference, known as Slavery Convention, which strongly stressed on the
prohibition of forced labour of any kind and the copies of the Draft were
distributed among the Residents through the Foreign and Political Department,
46
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Government of India.56 In the Convention the term “forced or compulsory
labour” meant “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the
menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself
voluntarily”.57
In spite of all this, the Revenue officials extorted Begar from the
villagers without paying them a single penny,58 though the rules were totally
against this. When in 1931, a mass revolt took place; a Commission (Glancy
Commission)59 was appointed to look into the grievance of the people. The
Commission recommended that, “this practice (of unpaid labour), wherever it
can be found to exist, should be very sternly discouraged. It is essential that the
orders issued should be strictly observed, and superior officers should make it
their business to see that their subordinates do not offend in this matter.”60
Consequent upon this, the Maharaja made strict orders that, “all officers must
make it their duty to see that payment is made in full for services rendered . . . .
The provision of free supplies should in no case be allowed, and higher
officials when they go on tour should investigate any complaints that may be
forthcoming.”61
In 1935, new rules were framed for Kar-i-Sarkar by the Jammu and
Kashmir State Assembly (Praja Sabha) and a Bill known as Kar-i-Sarkar Bill
passed because, “His Highness Government has declared the removal of Begar
from the State Territory but the rules now being observed while exacting Kar-iSarkar from the people are nothing but a copy of Rules of Begar.
Consequently, many respectable gentlemen suffer and their services are being
exacted without their consent which is reverse to the intention of the
56
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Government.”62 Therefore, it was passed that, “whenever a Government
servant is found to have infringed any of the provisions of the Regulations or
Rules made there under, an enquiry shall be made by an officer authorized on
this behalf by the Government under rules and such officer may, on the
infringement being proved, inflict on him a fine not exceeding Rs 50.”63
In 1939, new rules enhancing the rates of impressed labour were made
by the Governor of Kashmir64but these hardly changed the nature of Begar in
Kashmir. It must, however be remembered that though Begar was totally
abolished by the state only in theory. However, it continued in practice in its
full swing and vigour till the end of Dogra rule in 1947.65 It was after
independence that the system of Begar was abolished in all its forms.
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T

he institution of Begar assumed new heights during the Dogra
governance, when Kashmir frontiers were extended across the north

eastern mountains. The threat of Russian expansion in the region also prompted
both Dogra and British Indian Government to send additional troops to stop the
Russian threat that could not have been possible without the involvement of
more people to carry essentials of war and other supplies.1According to
Lawrence, the very name of Gilgit would send tremor in the mind of average
Kashmiri. It was no less a signal of death for the people engaged in this forcible
exercise.2
It should, however, be remembered that the peasantry, in order to save
themselves from Gilgit Begar, migrated to the lands of these absentee
landlords, where too they were extremely oppressed, heavily taxed and
tortured. Lamenting on this P.N. Bazaz writes:
“I shuddered when I heard the condition of the people living in the
Jagirs. The depredations of the Jagirdars are monstrous…. I was told
that people may not marry even their daughters against the wishes of

1
2

Saraf, Muhammad Yusuf, op.cit., pp. 273-74.
Lawrence, op.cit., pp. 214-15.
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the Jagirdars. If the country is to progress, these Jagirs, one and all
should be abolished, root and branch.”3

The Jagirdars took Begar in-terms of construction of buildings, roads in their
estate and even took many commodities from the peasants without giving any
compensation to them. Not only this, they also threatened the peasants of
eviction from their possessions.4 In this respect, the daily Inqilab writes:
“What atrocities the Dogras inflicted on the peasantry after
appropriating their lands can’t be adequately described. To have a fair
idea of them one must personally meet these peasants on whom these
exploiters (Landlords) have been thrusted. The peasants are told in
clear terms to either submit in full faith or else face eviction.
Sometimes they are threatened in other ways as well.”5

In this backdrop, it is worth to quote Rahman Rahi, a celebrated poet of
Kashmir:
Khoona sanay choone daamnas jaran jagirdar
Zoona gashas sooan gumeh khasen baran jagirdar
Aes chatan zue jan beharas, nam to tesm hardasGalaan
Bren divan ham ham karn, bhoren Jagirdar.

Translation: Out of toil, the rich sew their clothes
Placing the riches on the plates, ready to serve
Toil we hard day in and day out
Taking away the produce, one way or the other.

3
4
5

P.N, Bazaz, op. cit., p. 222.
Hussain, M.F., Gilgit: The Northern Gate of India, New Delhi, 1978, pp. 132-34.
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Abdul Ahad Azad too laments on the atrocities faced by peasantry in
terms of Begar:
Pakun chum kar-i-begaras
Barun chum genis Sarkaras
Yeyam vograi bapari
Ba na zareh ishkeh bemari.6

Translation:

I can’t escape from Begar
And paying revenue in kind
I shall have to face the merchant who would
come to recover the debt I owe to him
How can I afford romance?

The following verses of Ghulum Ahmad Mahjoor also testify the fact:
Haa gulav tohi maa sae vuchhvan yarr myon
Bulbulav tohy chhaeriton dildaar myon
Vany divan poshan prechhum yemberzalan
Aav maa tohikun su jadoogoar myon
Rosha paaethe yita poshi baaghuk hith karith
Chaani yina pholi dilbaro gulzar myon.
Translation:

O Roses, you must have seen my love
O Nightingales, pray seek him out.
Roving amid flowers I ask my narcissus,
“Didn’t that charmer pass by you”?

6

Azad, Abdul Ahad, Kulyat-i- Azad, p. 277.
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Come slyly to watch the flowers, and
Let bloom my life’s garden too.
The plight of Begar is also reflected by the Kashmiri proverb:
“Aagar Begar Ti Aasi Gasun Tsuli Gasi Gasun”
Translation:

If you have to go for Begar go early.

This implies that the people who would go early for Begar carry less
weight than those who are late.
Yet another folk song reflects the helplessness of Kashmiri peasant
before the dreadful institution of Begar:
Bu’nkan Begar’iwa’al che paraan,
Kath chhuk Harran Ashiqe kan khoon.7
Translation:

The Begar officials are waiting for you in the
court yard.
Why are you shedding blood instead of tears?

The following folk song also reflects the plight of Begar:
Khandaar wanun peth wouth shoor
Moul heth maharaz kuruk aad’imour
Bai wou’d beni chout wade wade paan
Begar waleu tu’l tufan.
Translation:

The marriage ceremony was jeopardised
The bridegroom was thrashed along with his father
The brother cried and the sister cried more
The Begar officials raised a chaos.

7

Ramzan, Shaad, op. cit., p. 212.
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My respondent Ghulam Nabi who was himself subjected to Begar
narrated:
“We were subjected to Begar by the government but were not
paid for that, there was no assurance of our safe return. We
could not dare to ask for the payment. I remember when I was
subjected to Begar for carrying wheat to Drass on horse and we
were asked that you will be paid six rupees each. When we
reached the destination and asked for payment we were asked
that the load you carried is short of weight and we returned
empty handed.8”

In order to save themselves from dreadful Begar, Kashmiri peasants
often left their homes for Punjab. The only spot of solace for those uncared
human souls was the state of undivided Punjab. Most of these people remained
forever in Punjab and some who came back were disallowed by their masters
on land and in the industry to work in the fields and the Karkhanas. How the
family members of the departed persons craved for the safe return of their near
and dear ones is portrayed in the touching tune in these lines of Kashmiri folk
song:
Tanga Phulay Keh Che Jaan
Harde Walan Dared Saan
Bozi Bagwan Mari Paan
Pushan Bahara Yur Wuloo.9
Translation:

How pretty are the blossoming pears
Fell in the autumn with the pain
Gardener on listening will kill himself
Come back, the flowers have blossomed.

8
9

Ghulam Nabi Rather, age 95 yrars, resident of Manigam Ganderbal on 03-03-2012.
Ramzan, Shaad, Ath Zulmaatas Laal Kya Chhi Taii, Crown Press, Srinagar, Reprint 2009, p. 255.
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Plate No. 8: Photography of Gh. Nabi Rather, the person was himself subjected to
Begar.
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The near and dear ones of a person who left for Punjab to save himself
from dreadful Begar and other forms of oppression were always lost in dreams
and looking for their way. The wife of a person expressed her feelings through
the folk songs as:
Karpeth Yars Pyaran Chhastai
Pyaran Chhastai
Pa:dan tali kan Sartrawas tai
Sartrawas tai.10
Translation:

Since how long I am waiting for my friend
Waiting for my friend
I will bow my head under his feet
Bow my head under his feet.

The said plight of Gilgit Begar is also reflected in the fallowing folksong:
Gilgit, Punjab peth yeti wa’rey
Yekhna gulho ma’re paan
Translation:

We are being summoned from Punjab and Gilgit,
Come my flower, otherwise, I shall take my life.

Not only under feeding, over-work and the ill treatment towards them
constituted some of the measure cases for the worsening of the physical charms
of the Kashmiri women, but equally torturing was the pain caused by the long
absence of their husbands who had either been sent forcibly to under-take the
inhuman task of Begar or had voluntarily migrated to Punjab at the outset of
winter to earn the necessary livelihood for their dependents. The pain and pang
of this category of forlorn women of Kashmir find pathetic expression in

10

Ramzan, Shaad, Ath Zulmaatas Laal Kya Chhi Taii, Crown Press, Srinagar, Reprint 2009, p. 255.
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different kashmiri folk songs. In the following folk song, Kashmiri women
express intense desire for the early return of their male members from Punjab:
Kam ghander Punjab andar Kashiri taran na,
Kam ghander sowander sowander Kashiri taran na,
Bare gemety peymety pather Keshiri taran na
Harde wavey phoruk kajer Keshiri taran na.11
Translation:

See what a young and beautiful lot of Kashmiri
men are languishing across the mountains in the
province of Punjab; would they ever dare to come
back?
They might be feeling homesick in the absence of
their family; would they ever dare to come back?
They are helpless and dejected; would they ever
dare to come back?
Before the winter set in, they had migrated to
Punjab, we pray for their safe and early return.

The mass exodus of men folk to the distant lands of Punjab gave rise to
number of psycho-social problems. During the long absence of male members,
some appalling moral laxities found their way into Kashmiri family life,
particularly in peasant society. These resulted in an unending process of family
feuds, divorces and breaking of joint family structure. There are number of
popular stories which feature the feminine fragility and fragility of Kashmiri

11

Ramzan, Shaad, Ath Zulmaatas Laal Kya Chhi Taii, Crown Press, Srinagar, Reprint 2009, p.258.
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women during the period under debate.12 The underlying pain experienced by
Kashmiri women folk is echoed in the given popular verses of Rov Song:
Lale Torem Punjab Te Me te Ninassana
Wath Hei gom Veniji Me te Ninassana
Maam Diyam Dilase Me te Ninassana.13
Translation:

My husband has left for Punjab
My heart bleeds profusely in his absence
My maternal uncle is here to console my pain.

In yet another ‘Rov’ song, women lament deeply for the long absence of
their male partners who had been sent for Begar and nothing was known of
their where- abouts:Mot hei poshan geyom yor konei av,
Rozi roshan geyom yor konei av.
Nejde balan ketchom yor konei av,
Shere legith geyom yor konei av.14
Translation:

My life partner had been taken away forcibly to
go across the high mountain summits,
In a broad mid daylight, he left us mournful!
Why did not he seek my permission before
under taking such a hazardous journey?
Of course he consoled me with a warm kiss on
my fore head!

12
13
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Ramzan, Shaad, Ath Zulmaatas Laal Kya Chhi Taii, Crown Press, Srinagar, Reprint 2009, p.258.
Azad, Abdul Ahad, Kulyat-i-Azad, (Kashmiri), Srinagar, 1986, p. 279.
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In addition to this Kashmir folk songs reveal that women folk, during
the period of study visited the tombs of the dead saints invoking them for the
safe arrival of their dear ones who had either been driven away from their fields
to undertake the forced labour (Begar) or had proceeded voluntarily to the
plains of Punjab at the outset of the winter season to earn the necessary
livelihood for their family members and other dependents. In the following
lines of a Kashmiri folk song, a forlon Kashmiri woman expresses her heartfelt concerns for the safe arrival of her dear one.
Sane gomai sir kas bavei,
Yene gome itane nei amei,
Sane gomei bavei kas.
Loleas ta netchengy bo zalei,
Sane gomei bavei kas,
Dur balan harde goyomei,
Santé ma veni dilberav,
ashiMuqame phro bo zalei
Sane gomei bavei kas.15
Translation:

I am grief stricken, with whom shall I share my pain!
Long time had lapsed, since he had left us.
I will kindle the earthen lamps at the shrine of the local
pir,
I am grief stricken whom shall I convey my concerns.
At the very outset of the winter, he had gone across the
high snow laden summits,

15

Interview with Abdul Khaliq Rather, age 90 years, resident of Argam Bandipora on 01-04-2012.
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The spring has come – not he!
I shall go to the shrine at Muqam,
There I will take part in the phrov,
I am grief stricken, with whom shall I share my pain.
Brought up in the same environment of oppression and gloom, the urban
labour class consisting of different artisan and craftsmen categories left their
karkhanas and looms and sought asylum either periodically or permanently in
different towns of Punjab. The relics of these families survived until recently in
Amritsar and other parts of Punjab.16
The inhuman behaviour let in motion by autocratic government and their
local collaborators continued even with more severity under the time of late
Dogra rulers. The infamous institution of Begar, official barbarity, exorbitant
revenue demands, rampant corruption, decline of rural and urban economy,
establishment of Chakdari and Wadadari system, the managerial hegemony of
Kashmiri Pandits and Punjabi Muslims marked the chief characteristics of
Dogra governance in Kashmir.17
All these anti-people activities in an autocratic feudal setting accelerated
the process of migration of the victimized peasantry and the skilled workers.
To quote Robert Thorp:
“There is no link of love between the subjects and the government
and they are just dumb driven cattle. Any official can use them in
any-way he likes, the people have no suitable opportunity to
represent their grievances and make complaints before the high
officials. There existed no newspaper, which shows that Kashmir is
in the pre-historic age of ignorance and barbarity. As such certain
acts of people do not become public and even if it becomes known,

16
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Atish, G.N., Koushir Luka Beth, Vol. VIII, J and K Academy of Art, Culture and Languages,
Srinagar, 1998, pp .167-177.
Ibid., pp. 248-49.
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till then it would have caused untold damage and then there is no one
to take objection. They are devoid of this advantage of modern
times.”18

Together with the peasantry and urban labour, who had earlier migrated
to Punjab and had settled there permanently, it was a young batch of Kashmiri
Musalmans, who in order to attain modern education in Punjab supplied in an
impressive manner the true picture of the abject poverty of Kashmiri people to
the conscious and sensible press persons of Punjab. Moved by the painful tales
of official vandalism and mechanism of autocratic governance, Punjabi Press
offered everything possible to give wide coverage to the sad plight of poor
Kashmiris.19
In-fact, it was due to the presence of Punjabi Press that the British
Indian Government forced Maharaja to accept British Resident in Kashmir.20
Instead of applying the apparatus of love and good governance, the
Dogra government did its best to ban the Punjab papers from entering the state
borders. In-spite of all these official restrictions, Punjabi daily and weekly
news papers brought out special numbers which featured the variegated
dimensions of socio-political and economic unrest. Special numbers designed
by Lahore Press made the world aware of the imperial designs of autocratic
rule.21 P.N. Bazaz sums these facts as under:
“An intensive and fierce propaganda campaign against the
Maharaja’s rule was let loose from Lahore and other cities of the
Punjab. Leaflets and Journals containing stories of the deliberate
suppression of Muslims in the state were distributed in thousands
among the people, instigating them to rise against the Maharaja who,
it was alleged, was dominated by the Hindu officers. The Anglo-
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Thorp, Robert, Cashmere Misgovernment, London, 1870, pp. 45-50.
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Fauq, M.D. Tarikh-i-Badshahi, Gulshan Publishers, Srinagar, 1994, p.78.
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Indian Press joined the chorus of denunciation of the Maharaja and
his government.”22

It may be remembered that the papers published from Punjab which
reached the Maharaja’s dominions covered a great deal of information with
regard to Kashmir affairs. The Khiar-Khai Kashmir, an Urdu weekly published
from Lahore (1882-1883) criticized vehemently Maharaja Ranbir Sing’s
government especially the hated institution of Begar. Another paper Kashmir
Gazatte founded by Chowdhary Jan Muhammad Ganai and edited by Munshi
Mohammad Din Fauq (1901-1904) also highlighted the sad plight of urban and
peasant disconsolation.23
Among other papers mention must be made of Akbar-i-Kashmir,
Shubhi-i-Kashmir, Hamdard, and The Kashmiri Musalman. These papers
through their columns exposed the official vulgarities to the outer world and
thus, projected themselves as the true friends of sick and sullen Kashmiri’s.24
Khan (1999: 296) says;
“The influence of these papers on the educated community of
Srinagar was great indeed. The newspapers of the Punjab, as a
matter of fact were organs of local Kashmiri opinion.”25

The circulation of these papers though made limited by official
restriction provided a string forum for unheard Kashmiris to express their
genuine grievances and distress. These papers gave an inspiration to young
educated Kashmiri’s to venture into this field of public opinion and there
started a strong political movement which among other things demanded
freedom of press and expression on the Punjab lines.26
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Bazaz, Prem Nath, op.cit., pp. 139-141.
Fauq, M.D., op .cit., pp. 79-81.
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Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, History of Srinagar, Cosmos publications, Srinagar, 1999, p. 296.
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There is no denying the fact that Galancy Commission recommendations
are to great extent the result of long struggle initiated by Punjabi Press.27

27

Khan, Mohammad Ishaq, History of Srinagar, Cosmos publications, Srinagar, 1999, p. 296.
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A

close examination of Begar reveals that the tyrannical system had a
baneful impact on socio-economic system of Kashmir1. Socially, it

meant separation from family for a villager and in a majority of cases ‘torture
and death’.2 Thousands of villagers are reported to have fallen an easy prey to
frost-bite on the high mountain passes, where the camps were always haunted
by cholera and starvation.3 Many of the villagers must have died because of the
stick administered to them by the cruel officials.4
In order to save themselves from being taken for Begar and heavy
burden of taxation, most of the people often left their homes and migrated
towards Punjab5 or started their march to the land of hope – the British India.6
These people settled in Hazara, Rawalapindi, Dalhousie, Simla, Sialkot,
Lahore, Amritsar, Ludhanaia, Reasi, Poonch, Delhi, Patna, Madras, Bombay,
Calautta, Lucknow, and Bangalore.7 The migration was so excessive that
according to the 1891 Punjab Census Report about 1,11,775 Muslims born in
Kashmir were counted as having settled in the Punjab.8 Because of this

1
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migration and long absence of male members resulted in family feuds, divorces
and breaking of joint family structures.9
Begar became the most injurious instrument in the hands of the wicked
officials of the Maharajas.10 “Every year the levy of coolies for Gilgit placed in
the hands of the Tehsildars (the District Magistrates) great powers of
oppression….” remarks Mr. Ernest Neve, “And from the chief of the local
administration down to the humblest person of the Tehsil this was an unfailing
source of Income. Meanwhile, the poor and friendless, or those who had
incurred the wrath of the authorities, were seized and sent off on the hated task
of carrying loads, a thirteen days journey, over rough mountain tracks to Gilgit.
Their condition was indeed little better than that of slaves”.11 It is important to
note that not a few of the villagers purchased their safety from Begar by
greasing the officials’ palm.12 They are said to have paid Rs 70 to 90 per head
so as to avoid carrying a load for one easy stage.13 More important, the reported
demands for coolies on the frontier region always haunted the villagers. This is
why there took place increasing transference of land from the actual but
desperate owners of soil to the officials in the Dogra period.14 Villages were
sold by the cultivators to the officers on a paltry sum in order to purchase
exemption from Corvee.15 Thus villagers in many cases lost hereditary rights in
land. From the position of the cultivators they were now reduced to the position
of tenants, for they were now required to till the land for the officials. It is

9
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Lawrence, op.cit., p. 411; Ahmad, Parvez, op.cit., pp.316-17.
Knight, E.F., op.cit., p.68.; Lawrence , op.cit., p.412.
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Lawrence, op.cit., p.413.
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evident that the institution of Begar and its accompanying blackmail created a
new class of landed aristocracy in Kashmir.16
Further, the institution of Begar was made much complex by the
inefficiency of administration which left corrupt officials free to exploit the
situation and thus extracting money illegally from them to fill their purses.17
The harshness and the inhuman attitude of Begar was such that even those who
were attending their patients, carrying their personal urgent works or were
newly wedded couples were not spared.18 Not only this, peasantry was pressed
for road construction, carriage for both officials and private and also to cut
down wood from the jungles for the royal use.19 Moreover, because of the
severity of the Bega, the institution of Khan-damad assumed a wide currency
during the period in reference.20. Under this institution of marriage, a daughter
when married was not send to her husband’s home, instead, it was the husband
who had to come and settle down in his wife’s home. In other words, it means a
daughter whose martial curiosities are satisfied in her own parental home by
her imported husband, traditionally called Khan-damad.21 The sources reveal
that during the Sikh period, (1819 -1846), this system had become popular and
the unfortunate Khan damad was always sent for Begar.22 Under this scheme of
social governance, the plight of khan damad was always sad and pathetic. He
was treated as chattal or serf and was always subjected to great injustice at the
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hands of his father- in- law and his own wife. Commenting upon the deplorable
position of khan damad, Walter Lawrence writes:
“If forced labour was wanted for transport the unfortunate
Khan damad was always sent. If he came back alive he won
his bride. If he died it did not matter as a son of the house, at
any rate, escaped…..”23

A khan damad in single family could not dare to dine even in presence
of his father- in –law. He was treated as an outcaste in his own home. The fact
is well reflected by following Kashmir proverb:
Gar pyethuk zaamitur gov bari pyethuk hoon.
Translation:

A son-in- law lives with his father-in-law, is like a dog at the
outer door.

The institution of Khan damad was mostly prevalent among Muslims,
particularly in agricultural families. There is no evidence available in folklore
which would suggest that the system was prevalent among the Kashmiri
Pandits. However, the magnitude of the hatred expressed by Kashmiri Pandits
made some scholars believe that the system was in vogue among Kashmiri
Pandits as well.
The Khan damad marriage setup emerged as a result of Begar is
remembered by my respondent Abdul Rehman as:
“Salam Pir aao tulmul Garpethek Zamtir Chanden Bilkul
Demhun Nechu To Aninu Baar Garpethek Zamtir Chi
Tulan Dod Khaar”24
Translation: Salaam Pir (the village official) when came to village
Tulmul and asked for the Garpeth (son- in- law), if we
send our sons they will curse us, son-in-law carries heavy
loads.
23
24

Lawrence, op.cit., p.267
Interview with Abdul Rehman Bhat, Age 88 years old, resident of Batwani Ganderbal, on 15-032012.
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Plate No. 9: Photography of Ab. Rahman Bhat, the person was himself
victim to the institution of Begar.
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Begar often resulted in a total dislocation of agricultural and other economic
activities. It was mostly conducted in summer months when the lofty mountain
passes remained open.25 Thus at time, when the villager’s presence was a must
in their fields, the crops suffered owing to their absence.26 In consequence the
village was impoverished and rendered incapable of paying its share of revenue
to the State.27 So the village was enrolled in the list of the Bakiadars (a person
who remains in debt).28 Some villages became depopulated as a result of the
tyrannical manipulation of the Corvee.29 The village of Bandipora was
described by Hugel a “deserted heap of ruins” than being “a large and wellpeopled place”.30 Moorcroft found the village of Tsirakoth “half-deserted and
the few inhabitants that remained were the semblance of extreme
wretchedness”.31 Thus, the tyrannical system of Begar hampered the growth of
any labour class in Kashmir.32
My respondent Abdul Gaffar Bhat narrated:
“In our village a Rather (surname) family deserted their land and
fled to some other place because of fear of Begar,because only
peasants were subjected to Begar. He was considered as Dehbashi
(registered assami).”

33

Ghulam Nabi Rather narrated in this context:
“In our village Gh.Qadir Bhat surrendered his land to the Hindu
landlord and accepted to work as tenant on his land because of the
fear of Begar. His son was taken for Begar to Gilgit and he hardly
managed to return back. When narrated the tale of dreaded Begar to
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his father, he decided to surrender the land to Hindu landlord and
work as tenant on his land so as to escape from Begar.

34

Begar indirectly helped the emergence of a rich middle class stratum in
the society. Exemption was granted, at times, on the recommendation of the
influential people in the cities and urban areas, on the condition that the
exempted persons would cultivate their wasteland, build their houses, and
render domestic services without any remuneration.35
Begar had a disastrous effect on the developmental scheme and works of
the State. Many construction works, public and private, remained in the state of
stand-stillness until the return of professionals, carpenters, masons, bricklayers
from Gilgit and Astor.36
The exploitative impact of Begar was also evident in the ruthless
extortion of milk, poultry, grain, pulses, ghee, butter, cows, ponies, sheep,
fowls, eggs, walnuts, blankets, free of cost from the villagers.37
Detrimental as the institution of Begar was from humanitarian points of
view, the operators of this institution had no consideration for human dignity.
Begar for the Muslims of Kashmir was nothing but another name for their
demoralization.38Begar inflicted many physical and mental atrocities upon the
labourers, which was against the canons of human dignity and Human Rights.39
Owing to officials bullying in the conduct of Begar the villager became
pessimistic.40 He developed a somewhat fatalistic outlook on life and under the
trying circumstances to become the worshipper of tyranny without any hope of
redress, and without any authority to which he could appeal with the smallest
hope of success, the villager found refuge in the shrines. But here he too was
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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exploited to the maximum by the Pirs, Pirzadas, Babzads etc.41In-fact, his
special veneration for these custodians of shrines grew out of his extreme
poverty. Neither the man nor nature took kindly to the poor villager. Not unoften he was tortured by natural calamities. The consequence of all this was
degradation of morals in him.42
It is worth mentioning that the non-return of persons sent on Begar
resulted in widowhood, orphans and their exploitation, which ultimately
amounted for social destitutions because their smooth economic and social
survival was left impossible. To be more specific the girls were married at an
early age, generally young ladies between 25-30 years or so, had to face
widowhood on account of this dreadful journey of Begar by their husbands. As
a result of this these young widows were remarried to aged males generally
between 45-55 years who too had lost their female partners due to some
incident or on account of natural exigencies.
Similarly the offshoots ( sons and daughters) of these Begar victims had
to suffer on all counts of life not to talk of education even their feeding was
difficultly met or mostly they had to work in the houses of influential people of
their village as a menial or agricultural labourer that made their survival
possible43. Thus in conclusion one can safely submit that the institution of
Begar has devastating impact on the socio-economic life of the valley.
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B

egar in Kashmir seems a parallel of forced labour. Like forced labour the
origin of Begar is traced to ancient times as witnessed by Kalhana.

Forced labour has remained an integral part of human culture and civilization.
Forced labour (in the form of slavery) enters human history with the concept of
civilization. Hunter-gatherers and primitive farmers have no use for a slave.
The origin of the institution of slavery goes back to the Ancient Greek and
Roman civilizations. The institution soon spread to other parts of the world and
continued in different forms at different times. The institution became so
prominent that even religious scriptures could not escape from it. The
institution had such an important role in the growth of civilization that the
philosophers and law-givers of the period provided justification to it. The
nature and position of slaves changed from time to time and from place to
place. Starting from the domestic servants and agriculturists (farm slaves) or
for doing other manual jobs, the slaves soon raised to the status of kings in
different regions especially under the Muslim sultans.
The institution of forced labour existed in ancient India, although it
operated in much milder form than in the ancient civilizations of the west. The
institution though mild in India but was so dominant that, the Arthasastra of
Kautilya gives a detailed account of the slaves and the institution of slavery. He
has devoted a whole chapter to discuss the position of slaves. The institution
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continued throughout the history of India up to the first half of 19th century
when it was finally abolished by the law.
The earliest reference of Begar in Kashmir is provided by Kalhana
during the period of Samakaravarman who is said to have employed people for
carrying loads for the army. The institution continued under Sultans, Mughals,
Afghans and Sikhs. It assumed severity during Dogra period partly owing to
the feudal and autocratic character of state and partly because of British
imperialism, particularly with the establishment of military garrison at Gilgit,
which necessitated the need for carrying the supplies to the army. The poor
peasants were subjected to Begar for carrying loads to Gilgit, because of two
main reasons – owing to the primitive road and transport system and second
because of the absence of organized labour class in Kashmir.
The poor peasants were subjected to different varieties of Begar among
which Gilgit Begar was most dreaded and fearful. Other varieties include,
dredging of canals, cutting of trees, carrying the loads of European visitors etc.
The Institution broke the back of peasantry because of the corrupt nature of
official class who misused this exploitative institution for their own interests.
Thus we find the officials taking bribe in the form of money, ghee, butter, hen,
milk, chickens, blanket etc. and forcing the peasants to work in their own
houses. The institution of Begar was an important contributing factor for the
socio-economic decadency of valley. Thus resulting in the forced migrations,
usually the peasants deserted their land and migrated to the plains of Punjab
and other parts of India. At many instances the peasants transferred their land
to Hindu Chakdars and worked as tenants in their fields as they enjoyed
exemption from Begar and sometimes acted as saviors of their tenants. The
institution of Khan-damad was promoted because of prevalence of Begar, as
the son-in-laws of this marriage setup were sent for Begar. The institution of
Begar also gave birth to social tensions, because of the absence of male
member from the family for a long time resulted in divorces as there was no
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assurance that Begari would return safe. The inhumanity of this institution has
attracted attention of foreigners, poets and is reflected in folk narratives.
It was after 1885 with the establishment of British Residency in
Kashmir, the colonial state introduced reforms for their own colonial interests.
However, the institution of Begar witnessed some relaxations under the British
influence. In 1925-26, the word Kar-i-Begar was replaced by the word Kar-iSarkar and the forced labour extorted by the visitors and private persons was
prohibited. Under the Kar-i-Sarkar, the villagers were required to render
services to the State whenever demanded. The severity of the labour
requisitioned for the State purposes was no less than that of the forced labour,
and the condition of the peasantry under the Kar-i-Sarkar grew from bad to
worse.
The introduction of Kar-i-Sarkar Bill in 1935, by Praja Sabha
envisaged the removal of Begar from the state. In 1939, new rules enhancing
the rates of impressed labour were made by the Governor of Kashmir but these
hardly changed the nature of Begar in Kashmir. It must, however, be
remembered that although Begar was totally abolished by the state, but the
same continued to haunt Kashmiris with renewed vigour till the end of Dogra
rule in 1947. It was after 1947 with the changing nature of state the system of
Begar was abolished in all its harsh forms.
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